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	 	 [Phys.Rev.D 69 (2004) 125002]section 2a, and as a result we are able to reinterpret more simply the integrability
property of the chiral string. The purpose of section 3 is to summarize the basic steps
of the canonical analysis of Witten and others, and this is done in the context of a
general worldsheet action density. In section 4 we discuss in which reference system
the symplectic current will be evaluated; the result for the general elastic string is
given in section 5, and for the chiral string in section 6. Finally this paper contains
an appendix in which we use Dirac’s Hamiltonian method for constrained systems in
order to write the chiral string action in a linearised Polyakov-like form.

Since there are many different indices to keep under control in this analysis, we
have tried to clarify the presentation by using a colour scheme. Black indices refer
to spacetime quantites; green quantities are geometrical, describing the embedding
of the brane (in this case a string) in the background spacetime; and blue indices
on a vector run over both spacetime and internal indices. We have decided to write
all physical quantities (invariant under gauge transformations and rescalings) in red;
generalised momenta are written in brown; and quantities in purple are dynamical
(generally gauge or normalisation dependent) variables.

2. Elastic and chiral string models

The string models we consider are governed by an action integral of the form

I =
∫

L∥γ∥1/2 d2σ , (1)

over a supporting worldsheet with internal coordinates σi (i = 0, 1) and induced
metric γij = gµνx

µ
,ix

ν
,j , in a background with coordinates xµ , (µ = 0, 1, ... d) , (d ≥ 2)

and (flat or curved) space-time metric gµν . In the NG case, the scalar Lagrangian
action density L is just a constant. For the more general category [21] of elastic
string models considered here, L depends on the magnitude of the gradient of a freely
variable phase field ϕ. More explicitly the equation of state is L{w} where

w = ψ2γijϕ,iϕ,j (2)

with ψ a normalisation parameter with fixed value given

ψ2 = κ
0
. (3)

The constant κ
0
may be fixed according to convenience without loss of generality

of the model: the standard convention [21], however, is to choose κ
0
such that the

derived quantity K defined by

K−1 = −2
dL

dw
, (4)

tends to unity in the null limit w → 0 (see equation 13 and section 2a).
For any such elastic string action there is a corresponding chiral string action which

is obtained by relaxing the condition that ψ is fixed, and letting it instead be a freely
varying auxiliary field. On application of the variation principle, it follows that the

3

According to the variational principle, the dynamically admissible “on shell” con-
figurations are those characterised by the vanishing of the Eulerian derivative given
by

δL
δqA

= L
A
− p i

A ,i . (34)

For an on-shell configuration, i.e. when the dynamical equations

δL
δqA

= 0 , (35)

are satisfied, the pseudo-Hamiltonian variation will take the form

δH̃ = qA

,iδp
i
A
− p i

A ,iδq
A . (36)

Thus the Lagrangian variation can be written as a pure surface divergence

δL = ϑi
,i (37)

where ϑi is the generalised Liouville 1-form (on the configuration space cotangent
bundle) defined by

ϑi = p i
A
δqA . (38)

Equation (37) shows that the Liouville 1-form is interpretable as a surface current
that will be conserved (in the sense of having vanishing surface divergence) provided it
is constructed from a perturbation that generates a local symmetry of the Lagrangian
density, i.e. such that δL = 0 . In the general case it is not conserved.

We can go on to construct a surface current that will always be conserved when the
relevant dynamical equations are satisfied. This is done by taking the exterior differ-
ential of the Liouville form, i.e. by evaluating the commutator of a pair of successive
independent variations, in the manner described in detail in the preceding article [1].
This exterior variation procedure provides us with the closed (since manifestly exact)
symplectic 2-form expressible as

ϖi = δ ∧ ϑi = δp i
A
∧ δqA (39)

where we have used the wedge symbol ∧ to indicate antisymmetrisation with respect
to the two independent variations involved. (Many authors prefer to use an extreme
kind of abbreviation scheme in which the wedge symbol is omitted, but — as discussed
in [1] — the use of such ultra-concise notation can lead to confusion in cases involving
symmetrisation as well as antisymmetrisation). It is easy to verify that whenever both
perturbations satisfy the relevant perturbed field equations

δ

(

δL
δqA

)

= 0 , (40)

the symplectic 2-form will be interpretable as a conserved worldsheet current in the
sense that it will satisfy

ϖi
,i = 0 . (41)
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 rate at which a cosmic  
string loop of loses energy
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Vanilla NG string loops: GW emission is the dominant decay mode:  
Constraints from LIGO-Virgo O3 run: SGWB and search for individual GW bursts
LISA and PTA constraints
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Constraints dark matter & from gravitational wave background (SGWB) 
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integrate to find                , and 

– Satisfies a Boltzmann/continuity equation in an FRWL universe  
 

rate at which  
loops loose 
energy 
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   loop production function (LPF)

Loop distribution
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network at time t, per unit volume
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a(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="Ee4MFRB0Cx0p1iO5GYt7dGf8oks=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJUKCUp1fZY8OJJKtgPSEPZbDft0s0m7E6EEvozvHhQxKu/xpv/xm0bUKsPBh7vzTAzz48F12Dbn9ba+sbm1nZuJ7+7t39wWDg67ugoUZS1aSQi1fOJZoJL1gYOgvVixUjoC9b1J9dzv/vAlOaRvIdpzLyQjCQPOCVgJFeWoNxnQpRvLwaFol25tBvVWh3bFXuBb+JkpIgytAaFj/4woknIJFBBtHYdOwYvJQo4FWyW7yeaxYROyIi5hkoSMu2li5Nn+NwoQxxEypQEvFB/TqQk1Hoa+qYzJDDWq95c/M9zEwgaXsplnACTdLkoSASGCM//x0OuGAUxNYRQxc2tmI6JIhRMSnkTgrP68l/SqVacq0rtrlZsNrI4cugUnaESclAdNdENaqE2oihCj+gZvVhgPVmv1tuydc3KZk7QL1jvXxN+kHM=</latexit>

n(t, `, N)

<latexit sha1_base64="/xW9qna+4DWx9i3IpBZQlAigqEs=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBEqlJJoq10W3LiSCvYBTSiT6aQdOpmEmYkQQvwVNy4UceuHuPNvnLZBtHrgwuGce7n3Hi9iVCrL+jRWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29ffPgsCvDWGDSwSELRd9DkjDKSUdRxUg/EgQFHiM9b3o183v3REga8juVRMQN0JhTn2KktDQ0S6mDEUvbWVZRVYcwVr05HZplq2bNAa1awzpvNG34rdg5KYMc7aH54YxCHAeEK8yQlAPbipSbIqEoZiQrOrEkEcJTNCYDTTkKiHTT+fEZPNHKCPqh0MUVnKs/J1IUSJkEnu4MkJrIZW8m/ucNYuU33ZTyKFaE48UiP2ZQhXCWBBxRQbBiiSYIC6pvhXiCBMJK51XUIdjLL/8l3bOafVGr39bLrWYeRwEcgWNQATa4BC1wDdqgAzBIwCN4Bi/Gg/FkvBpvi9YVI58pgV8w3r8A+EeUTg==</latexit>

P(t, `, N)
<latexit sha1_base64="QK4OxVlMOhOUeswV4LJ/xHvo4uk=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgadnVVnssePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1Ds8mSzApl6c/w4kERr/4ab/4b03YRrT4YeLw3w8y8MBHcgOd9OoW19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNirVlLWoEkp3Q2KY4JK1gINg3UQzEoeCdcLJzdzvPDBtuJL3ME1YEJOR5BGnBKzUg0HW1zHmks8G5Yrnegtgz615l7W6j78VPycVlKM5KH/0h4qmMZNABTGm53sJBBnRwKlgs1I/NSwhdEJGrGepJDEzQbY4eYbPrDLEkdK2JOCF+nMiI7Ex0zi0nTGBsVn15uJ/Xi+FqB5kXCYpMEmXi6JUYFB4/j8ecs0oiKklhGpub8V0TDShYFMq2RD81Zf/kvaF61+51btqpVHP4yiiE3SKzpGPrlED3aImaiGKFHpEz+jFAefJeXXelq0FJ585Rr/gvH8BgnORYw==</latexit>

tini
<latexit sha1_base64="eaavjy7vXmpI8LiXQqkOlBTs8sE=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQQUJSqu2x4MVjBfshbSib7aZdursJuxuhhP4KLx4U8erP8ea/cdsG1OqDgcd7M8zMC2JGlXbdTyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+P2ipKJCYtHLFIdgOkCKOCtDTVjHRjSRAPGOkEk+u533kgUtFI3OlpTHyORoKGFCNtpHtR1hd9wtj5oFhynUu3XqnWbNdxF/gmXkZKkKE5KH70hxFOOBEaM6RUz3Nj7adIaooZmRX6iSIxwhM0Ij1DBeJE+eni4Jl9ZpShHUbSlND2Qv05kSKu1JQHppMjPVar3lz8z+slOqz7KRVxoonAy0Vhwmwd2fPv7SGVBGs2NQRhSc2tNh4jibA2GRVMCN7qy39Ju+J4V071tlpq1LM48nACp1AGD2rQgBtoQgswcHiEZ3ixpPVkvVpvy9aclc0cwy9Y718KWY/l</latexit>

n(t, `)
<latexit sha1_base64="86TmbDydBPSppia5T1bdaFMRLqU=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBahQgmJttpjwYsnqWBrIQ1ls920SzebsDsRSunP8OJBEa/+Gm/+G7dtEK0+GHi8N8PMvCARXIPjfFq5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3r7h/0NZxqihr0VjEqhMQzQSXrAUcBOskipEoEOw+GF3N/PsHpjSP5R2ME+ZHZCB5yCkBI3my3GVCVKByc9orlhzbmQM7ds05r9Vd/K24GSmhDM1e8aPbj2kaMQlUEK0910nAnxAFnAo2LXRTzRJCR2TAPEMliZj2J/OTp/jEKH0cxsqUBDxXf05MSKT1OApMZ0RgqJe9mfif56UQ1v0Jl0kKTNLFojAVGGI8+x/3uWIUxNgQQhU3t2I6JIpQMCkVTAju8st/SfvMdi/s6m211KhnceTRETpGZeSiS9RA16iJWoiiGD2iZ/RigfVkvVpvi9aclc0col+w3r8ADTmQbw==</latexit>

n(`, t, N)

e.g. Energy density in loops
<latexit sha1_base64="9m6SA/tAJ8j0vMwhr1976m2FlbY=">AAACEnicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyxCC2WY0Va7LLhxWcFeoFNKJs20oUlmSDJCGfoMbnwVNy4UcevKnW9j2g6i1R8CP985h5zzBzGjSrvup7Wyura+sZnbym/v7O7t2weHLRUlEpMmjlgkOwFShFFBmppqRjqxJIgHjLSD8dWs3r4jUtFI3OpJTHocDQUNKUbaoL5d8qnQMPUlh4Mp9Alj0C9DUdTlmS/Bos+TOS717YLruHNB16m659WaB7+Jl5kCyNTo2x/+IMIJJ0JjhpTqem6seymSmmJGpnk/USRGeIyGpGusQJyoXjo/aQpPDRnAMJLmmQXn9OdEirhSEx6YTo70SC3XZvC/WjfRYa2XUhEnmgi8+ChMGNQRnOUDB1QSrNnEGIQlNbtCPEISYW1SzJsQvOWT/5rWmeNdOJWbSqFey+LIgWNwAorAA5egDq5BAzQBBvfgETyDF+vBerJerbdF64qVzRyBX7LevwDuwZu5</latexit>Z

d`n(t, `)(µ`)

     Energy radiated…



string forming 
phase transition

<latexit sha1_base64="c7LvWBoRT5erb12I1dNn5IoG7w0=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexK0BwDXjxGyAuSJcxOZpMh81hmZoWw5DO8eFDEq1/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK2xt7+zuFfdLB4dHxyfl07OOUakmtE0UV7oXYUM5k7RtmeW0l2iKRcRpN5reL/zuE9WGKdmys4SGAo8lixnB1kn91jAbaIGYZPNhueJX/SXQJglyUoEczWH5azBSJBVUWsKxMf3AT2yYYW0Z4XReGqSGJphM8Zj2HZVYUBNmy5Pn6MopIxQr7UpatFR/T2RYGDMTkesU2E7MurcQ//P6qY3rYcZkkloqyWpRnHJkFVr8j0ZMU2L5zBFMNHO3IjLBGhPrUiq5EIL1lzdJ56Ya3FZrj7VKo57HUYQLuIRrCOAOGvAATWgDAQXP8ApvnvVevHfvY9Va8PKZc/gD7/MHMN+RLQ==</latexit>

Tini
<latexit sha1_base64="V9EQBHNwT7p87U1F4UNMPOG3DmI=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexK0BwDXjxGyAuSJcxOZpMh81hmeoWw5DO8eFDEq1/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruiRHALvv/tFba2d3b3ivulg8Oj45Py6VnH6tRQ1qZaaNOLiGWCK9YGDoL1EsOIjATrRtP7hd99YsZyrVowS1goyVjxmFMCTuq3htnASExTMx+WK37VXwJvkiAnFZSjOSx/DUaappIpoIJY2w/8BMKMGOBUsHlpkFqWEDolY9Z3VBHJbJgtT57jK6eMcKyNKwV4qf6eyIi0diYj1ykJTOy6txD/8/opxPUw4ypJgSm6WhSnAoPGi//xiBtGQcwcIdRwdyumE2IIBZdSyYUQrL+8STo31eC2WnusVRr1PI4iukCX6BoF6A410ANqojaiSKNn9IrePPBevHfvY9Va8PKZc/QH3ucPQAyRNw==</latexit>

Tcur

(weak) current
<latexit sha1_base64="l+LO0/RaQNx453HxMxbsSYtVnUw=">AAACA3icbVDNS8MwHE39nPOr6k0vwSF4sbS66Y4DLx4nuA9Ya0nTdAtL2pKkwigDL/4rXjwo4tV/wpv/jdlWRKcPQh7vvR/J7wUpo1LZ9qexsLi0vLJaWiuvb2xubZs7u22ZZAKTFk5YIroBkoTRmLQUVYx0U0EQDxjpBMPLid+5I0LSJL5Ro5R4HPVjGlGMlJZ8c99lOhwi6ErKIff11efoNj9xxr5ZsS17CmhbNfusVnfgt+IUpAIKNH3zww0TnHESK8yQlD3HTpWXI6EoZmRcdjNJUoSHqE96msaIE+nl0x3G8EgrIYwSoU+s4FT9OZEjLuWIBzrJkRrIeW8i/uf1MhXVvZzGaaZIjGcPRRmDKoGTQmBIBcGKjTRBWFD9V4gHSCCsdG1lXYIzv/Jf0j61nHOrel2tNOpFHSVwAA7BMXDABWiAK9AELYDBPXgEz+DFeDCejFfjbRZdMIqZPfALxvsXW/OXUw==</latexit>

� ⇠ m�1
�

<latexit sha1_base64="6tmT7BZRD7a4xgxlPbKgrXmAW10=">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</latexit>

R = �
p
µ ' m�

m�
� 1• assume

Questions:   
– Vorton distribution?
– Vortons from initial conditions & those  
 from continuous creation of loops?  
– Other loops, their distribution?
– Relic abundance of vortons today?

5 Key Science Questions 5.4 Discovery Potential

Figure 5.3: Cosmic Explorer’s discovery potential is enabled by increased sensitivity, greater bandwidth,
and high-precision measurements. The top image (credit: D. Weir, University of Helsinki) shows bubble
collisions in the early universe, and the bottom image (credit: Chris Ringeval, UCLouvain) shows a
visualization of cosmic strings, which are topological defects produced following inflation. Both sources
could produce stochastic backgrounds detectable by a pair of Cosmic Explorer detectors.
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• take some initial (e.g. Vachaspati Vilenkin) loop distribution at
<latexit sha1_base64="QK4OxVlMOhOUeswV4LJ/xHvo4uk=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgadnVVnssePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1Ds8mSzApl6c/w4kERr/4ab/4b03YRrT4YeLw3w8y8MBHcgOd9OoW19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNirVlLWoEkp3Q2KY4JK1gINg3UQzEoeCdcLJzdzvPDBtuJL3ME1YEJOR5BGnBKzUg0HW1zHmks8G5Yrnegtgz615l7W6j78VPycVlKM5KH/0h4qmMZNABTGm53sJBBnRwKlgs1I/NSwhdEJGrGepJDEzQbY4eYbPrDLEkdK2JOCF+nMiI7Ex0zi0nTGBsVn15uJ/Xi+FqB5kXCYpMEmXi6JUYFB4/j8ecs0oiKklhGpub8V0TDShYFMq2RD81Zf/kvaF61+51btqpVHP4yiiE3SKzpGPrlED3aImaiGKFHpEz+jFAefJeXXelq0FJ585Rr/gvH8BgnORYw==</latexit>

tini

<latexit sha1_base64="0aLiGLZQDbWKY9h0rCTR5uHBZHc=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0UQwZKUarsRCi7qsoJ9QBPKZDpph84kYWYilJB/cOOvuHGhiFs37vwbp21ErR64cOace5l7jxcxKpVlfRi5peWV1bX8emFjc2t7x9zda8swFpi0cMhC0fWQJIwGpKWoYqQbCYK4x0jHG19O/c4tEZKGwY2aRMTlaBhQn2KktNQ3TxxfIJwkjuBwkDqEsfTroVJ4ceo0EOcINhwe982iVTqzauVKFVola4ZvYmekCDI0++a7MwhxzEmgMENS9mwrUm6ChKKYkbTgxJJECI/RkPQ0DRAn0k1mN6XwSCsD6IdCV6DgTP05kSAu5YR7upMjNZKL3lT8z+vFyq+5CQ2iWJEAzz/yYwZVCKcBwQEVBCs20QRhQfWuEI+QDknpGAs6BHvx5L+kXS7Z56XKdaVYr2Vx5MEBOATHwAZVUAdXoAlaAIM78ACewLNxbzwaL8brvDVnZDP74BeMt08MXp45</latexit>

d`

dt
= ��Gµ

[C.Ringeval]So

<latexit sha1_base64="3u0XCpnraH2EA+Anq/c9FtqPtz8=">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</latexit>

Tcur =
Tini

R ⌧ Tini

[B.Carter. P.Peter, Babul, Ringeval…]

1) Irreducible production of relic vortons, and dark matter  
 

<latexit sha1_base64="HmiBuuRcUL73AlNr7KG47o3mUWI=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdaebwSK4CklttRuh4MZlhb6giWEynbRDZ5IwMxFKKLjxV9y4UMStP+HOv3HaBtHqgQuHc+7l3nuChFGpbPvTWFpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3bNvf22jFOBSQvHLBbdAEnCaERaiipGuokgiAeMdILR1dTv3BEhaRw11TghHkeDiIYUI6Ul3zx0eQovYeZixLLmZKI5991kSG/LvlmyLXsGaFtV+6xac+C34uSkBHI0fPPD7cc45SRSmCEpe46dKC9DQlHMyKToppIkCI/QgPQ0jRAn0stmP0zgiVb6MIyFrkjBmfpzIkNcyjEPdCdHaigXvan4n9dLVVjzMholqSIRni8KUwZVDKeBwD4VBCs21gRhQfWtEA+RQFjp2Io6BGfx5b+kXbacc6tyUynVa3kcBXAEjsEpcMAFqINr0AAtgME9eATP4MV4MJ6MV+Nt3rpk5DMH4BeM9y98oJbF</latexit>

µ = T = m2
�

<latexit sha1_base64="A22c6Z+Hr7U5HzN+IKytnPOegDo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwFZJSbZcFNy4r9AVNKJPptB06M4kzE6GG4K+4caGIW//DnX/jtA2o1QMXDufcy733hDGjSrvup7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7t2weHbRUlEpMWjlgkuyFShFFBWppqRrqxJIiHjHTCydXM79wRqWgkmnoak4CjkaBDipE2Ut8+9nkCfUU5uYWpjxFLm1nWt0uuc+HWypUqdB13jm/i5aQEcjT69oc/iHDCidCYIaV6nhvrIEVSU8xIVvQTRWKEJ2hEeoYKxIkK0vn1GTwzygAOI2lKaDhXf06kiCs15aHp5EiP1bI3E//zeoke1oKUijjRRODFomHCoI7gLAo4oJJgzaaGICypuRXiMZIIaxNY0YTgLb/8l7TLjnfpVG4qpXotj6MATsApOAceqII6uAYN0AIY3INH8AxerAfryXq13hatK1Y+cwR+wXr/AqH7lVU=</latexit>

µ ' T

amplitude
<latexit sha1_base64="KpwCLqAXYfjQgEIIwcBZSnakZl8=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8Lbvaao+FXjxWsB/QLiWbZtvQbLIks0JZ+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GtF1Eqw8GHu/NMDMvTAQ34Hmfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpuG5VqylpUCaW7ITFMcMlawEGwbqIZiUPBOuGkMfc7D0wbruQ9TBMWxGQkecQpASv1GoOsr2PMJZ8NSmXP9RbAnlv1rqo1H38rfk7KKEdzUProDxVNYyaBCmJMz/cSCDKigVPBZsV+alhC6ISMWM9SSWJmgmxx8gyfW2WII6VtScAL9edERmJjpnFoO2MCY7PqzcX/vF4KUS3IuExSYJIuF0WpwKDw/H885JpREFNLCNXc3orpmGhCwaZUtCH4qy//Je1L1792K3eVcr2Wx1FAp+gMXSAf3aA6ukVN1EIUKfSIntGLA86T8+q8LVvXnHzmBP2C8/4FNkWRMg==</latexit>

Cini

• Saturation condition                        , so                           
<latexit sha1_base64="qNF7Pm8KA2cgGyExcMjW1/fLicw=">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</latexit>

0 <
µ� T
m2

�

 1

R
<latexit sha1_base64="A22c6Z+Hr7U5HzN+IKytnPOegDo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwFZJSbZcFNy4r9AVNKJPptB06M4kzE6GG4K+4caGIW//DnX/jtA2o1QMXDufcy733hDGjSrvup7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7t2weHbRUlEpMWjlgkuyFShFFBWppqRrqxJIiHjHTCydXM79wRqWgkmnoak4CjkaBDipE2Ut8+9nkCfUU5uYWpjxFLm1nWt0uuc+HWypUqdB13jm/i5aQEcjT69oc/iHDCidCYIaV6nhvrIEVSU8xIVvQTRWKEJ2hEeoYKxIkK0vn1GTwzygAOI2lKaDhXf06kiCs15aHp5EiP1bI3E//zeoke1oKUijjRRODFomHCoI7gLAo4oJJgzaaGICypuRXiMZIIaxNY0YTgLb/8l7TLjnfpVG4qpXotj6MATsApOAceqII6uAYN0AIY3INH8AxerAfryXq13hatK1Y+cwR+wXr/AqH7lVU=</latexit>

µ ' T

<latexit sha1_base64="L2wkVOIc5rJlQR/TT+hg/Xfi9XE=">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</latexit>

Gµ ⇠ 10�6

✓
Tini

1016 GeV

◆2

[P.Auclair, P.Peter, C.Ringeval, D.A.S.,JCAP 03 (2021) 098]



string forming 
phase transition

<latexit sha1_base64="c7LvWBoRT5erb12I1dNn5IoG7w0=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexK0BwDXjxGyAuSJcxOZpMh81hmZoWw5DO8eFDEq1/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK2xt7+zuFfdLB4dHxyfl07OOUakmtE0UV7oXYUM5k7RtmeW0l2iKRcRpN5reL/zuE9WGKdmys4SGAo8lixnB1kn91jAbaIGYZPNhueJX/SXQJglyUoEczWH5azBSJBVUWsKxMf3AT2yYYW0Z4XReGqSGJphM8Zj2HZVYUBNmy5Pn6MopIxQr7UpatFR/T2RYGDMTkesU2E7MurcQ//P6qY3rYcZkkloqyWpRnHJkFVr8j0ZMU2L5zBFMNHO3IjLBGhPrUiq5EIL1lzdJ56Ya3FZrj7VKo57HUYQLuIRrCOAOGvAATWgDAQXP8ApvnvVevHfvY9Va8PKZc/gD7/MHMN+RLQ==</latexit>

Tini
<latexit sha1_base64="V9EQBHNwT7p87U1F4UNMPOG3DmI=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexK0BwDXjxGyAuSJcxOZpMh81hmeoWw5DO8eFDEq1/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruiRHALvv/tFba2d3b3ivulg8Oj45Py6VnH6tRQ1qZaaNOLiGWCK9YGDoL1EsOIjATrRtP7hd99YsZyrVowS1goyVjxmFMCTuq3htnASExTMx+WK37VXwJvkiAnFZSjOSx/DUaappIpoIJY2w/8BMKMGOBUsHlpkFqWEDolY9Z3VBHJbJgtT57jK6eMcKyNKwV4qf6eyIi0diYj1ykJTOy6txD/8/opxPUw4ypJgSm6WhSnAoPGi//xiBtGQcwcIdRwdyumE2IIBZdSyYUQrL+8STo31eC2WnusVRr1PI4iukCX6BoF6A410ANqojaiSKNn9IrePPBevHfvY9Va8PKZc/QH3ucPQAyRNw==</latexit>

Tcur

<latexit sha1_base64="6tmT7BZRD7a4xgxlPbKgrXmAW10=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei+CqzJRquxEUNy6rWBU6pdxJM9PQZGaaZIQyzPe48VfcdKEUt36ImXbA54GQwzn3kNzjxZwpbdtTa2FxaXlldW29tLG5tb1T3t27U1EiCW2TiEfywQNFOQtpWzPN6UMsKQiP03tveJn7949UKhaFt3oc066AIGQ+I6CN1CtfpC4Bnt5k2ZnLTawP2FUjqVNXJJmhTNARdn0JJBU9Nx6wLL8VCwQYOwiw0ytX7OqJ3azVG9iu2jN8EacgFVSg1StP3H5EEkFDTTgo1XHsWHdTkJoRTrOSmygaAxlCQDuGhiCo6qazVTN8ZJQ+9iNpTqjxTP2eSEEoNRaemRSgB+q3l4v/eZ1E+81uysI40TQk84f8hGMd4bw33GeSEs3HhgCRzPwVkwGYXrRpt2RKcH6v/Jfc1arOabV+Xa+cN4s61tABOkTHyEENdI6uUAu1EUFP6AW9ojfr2ZpYU+t9PrpgFZl99APWxydvj6hy</latexit>

R = �
p
µ ' m�

m�
� 1

• Approximately chiral loops: classically conserved quantum numbers
<latexit sha1_base64="4l/yqCYGXaCm4Ye4wzRw1DZhmJo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkmptseCF09SwX7QNpTNdtMu3WzC7kYoaf+FFw+KePXfePPfuG0DavXBwOO9GWbm+TFnSjvOp7W2vrG5tZ3bye/u7R8cFo6OmypKJKENEvFItn2sKGeCNjTTnLZjSXHoc9ryx9dzv/VApWKRuNeTmHohHgoWMIK1kTrTzhT1FAvRbb9QdOxLp1oqV5BjOwt8EzcjRchQ7xc+eoOIJCEVmnCsVNd1Yu2lWGpGOJ3le4miMSZjPKRdQwUOqfLSxcUzdG6UAQoiaUpotFB/TqQ4VGoS+qYzxHqkVr25+J/XTXRQ9VIm4kRTQZaLgoQjHaH5+2jAJCWaTwzBRDJzKyIjLDHRJqS8CcFdffkvaZZs98ou35WLtWoWRw5O4QwuwIUK1OAG6tAAAgIe4RleLGU9Wa/W27J1zcpmTuAXrPcvCi6QfA==</latexit>

|Z| ⇠ N

(weak) current
<latexit sha1_base64="l+LO0/RaQNx453HxMxbsSYtVnUw=">AAACA3icbVDNS8MwHE39nPOr6k0vwSF4sbS66Y4DLx4nuA9Ya0nTdAtL2pKkwigDL/4rXjwo4tV/wpv/jdlWRKcPQh7vvR/J7wUpo1LZ9qexsLi0vLJaWiuvb2xubZs7u22ZZAKTFk5YIroBkoTRmLQUVYx0U0EQDxjpBMPLid+5I0LSJL5Ro5R4HPVjGlGMlJZ8c99lOhwi6ErKIff11efoNj9xxr5ZsS17CmhbNfusVnfgt+IUpAIKNH3zww0TnHESK8yQlD3HTpWXI6EoZmRcdjNJUoSHqE96msaIE+nl0x3G8EgrIYwSoU+s4FT9OZEjLuWIBzrJkRrIeW8i/uf1MhXVvZzGaaZIjGcPRRmDKoGTQmBIBcGKjTRBWFD9V4gHSCCsdG1lXYIzv/Jf0j61nHOrel2tNOpFHSVwAA7BMXDABWiAK9AELYDBPXgEz+DFeDCejFfjbRZdMIqZPfALxvsXW/OXUw==</latexit>

� ⇠ m�1
�

• A loop formed with initial length     , has conserved charge 

<latexit sha1_base64="y1Dvidhs8uDZcAlnveVqwBnsro8=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmtAjiIiTaajdCwY0rqWAf0IQwmUzaoZOHMxOhhKzd+CtuXCji1i9w5984bYNo9cCFwzn3ztx7vIRRIU3zU5ubX1hcWi6tlFfX1jc29a3ttohTjkkLxyzmXQ8JwmhEWpJKRroJJyj0GOl4w4ux37kjXNA4upGjhDgh6kc0oBhJJbn63hU8h7a45TKzA45wZhPG3KM8s5l6xEd57uoV0zAngKZRM09qdQt+K1ZBKqBA09U/bD/GaUgiiRkSomeZiXQyxCXFjORlOxUkQXiI+qSnaIRCIpxsckoOD5TiwyDmqiIJJ+rPiQyFQoxCT3WGSA7ErDcW//N6qQzqTkajJJUkwtOPgpRBGcNxLtCnnGDJRoogzKnaFeIBUolIlV5ZhWDNnvyXtI8N69SoXlcrjXoRRwnsgn1wCCxwBhrgEjRBC2BwDx7BM3jRHrQn7VV7m7bOacXMDvgF7f0LZemaug==</latexit>

N =

r
`⇤
�

<latexit sha1_base64="Y7xNdr6avqRITPTUvsju3INkn24=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRZBPCy72mqPBS8eK9gPaJeSTbNtbDZZkqxQSv+DFw+KePX/ePPfmLaLaPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njep5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHTS1TRWiDSC5VO8SaciZowzDDaTtRFMchp61wdD3zWw9UaSbFnRknNIjxQLCIEWys1OxSzntnvWLJc705kOdWvItK1Uffip+REmSo94of3b4kaUyFIRxr3fG9xAQTrAwjnE4L3VTTBJMRHtCOpQLHVAeT+bVTdGKVPoqksiUMmqs/JyY41noch7Yzxmaol72Z+J/XSU1UDSZMJKmhgiwWRSlHRqLZ66jPFCWGjy3BRDF7KyJDrDAxNqCCDcFffvkvaZ67/qVbvi2XatUsjjwcwTGcgg9XUIMbqEMDCNzDIzzDiyOdJ+fVeVu05pxs5hB+wXn/AkpAju0=</latexit>

`⇤

• Vortons are classically stable, with length 
<latexit sha1_base64="0bSDl1QhOBwpdv9t22cLotzQCEM=">AAACMnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0UQFyWprXYjFNzoRirYBzSlTKaTduhMEmcmQgn5Jjd+ieBCF4q49SOcpkG0emDgcM653LnHDRmVyrKejdzC4tLySn61sLa+sbllbu+0ZBAJTJo4YIHouEgSRn3SVFQx0gkFQdxlpO2Oz6d++44ISQP/Rk1C0uNo6FOPYqS01DcvHcJY34Jn0JG3QsWOJxCOy05Ik9jhUZLAK0dSnrlwZqczRzrA9KIBgmmwbxatkpUCWqWqdVyt2fBbsTNSBBkaffPRGQQ44sRXmCEpu7YVql6MhKKYkaTgRJKECI/RkHQ19REnshenJyfwQCsD6AVCP1/BVP05ESMu5YS7OsmRGsl5byr+53Uj5dV6MfXDSBEfzxZ5EYMqgNP+4IAKghWbaIKwoPqvEI+QbkXplgu6BHv+5L+kVS7ZJ6XKdaVYr2V15MEe2AeHwAanoA4uQAM0AQb34Am8gjfjwXgx3o2PWTRnZDO74BeMzy9oBquA</latexit>

`0 =

r
2⇡

µ
N ⇠

s
`⇤
�µ

provided            , or equivalently 
<latexit sha1_base64="44oU2knl1+mJjYORSaeHQbIwFGo=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwNWS01a6k4MZlBfuAzjBkMpk2NJMZkkyhDP0TNy4UceufuPNvTB+IVg8EDufcw705YcaZ0gh9WqW19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APjzqqDSXhLZJylPZC7GinAna1kxz2sskxUnIaTcc3c787phKxVLxoCcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBbbtUc4DBG+gx00qwoFdRQ6aAyKnji7rDRd+K+6SVMESrcD+8KKU5AkVmnCsVN9FmfYLLDUjnE4rXq5ohskID2jfUIETqvxifvkUnhklgnEqzRMaztWfiQInSk2S0EwmWA/VqjcT//P6uY4bfsFElmsqyGJRnHOoUzirAUZMUqL5xBBMJDO3QjLEEhNtyqqYEtzVL/8lnQvHvXJq97Vqs7GsowxOwCk4By64Bk1wB1qgDQgYg0fwDF6swnqyXq23xWjJWmaOwS9Y719EXpLD</latexit>

`0 > �
<latexit sha1_base64="UjRcqckKyqi9ns0e0n2+QOvdlu8=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hKtT1JwYsnqWJtoQ1ls920SzebuLsplNDf4cWDIl79Md78N27bgFp9MPB4b4aZeX7MmdKO82nlVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+wb2KEklok0Q8km0fK8qZoE3NNKftWFIc+py2/NHlzG+NqVQsEnd6ElMvxAPBAkawNpJ3jS5Q2iWYp7fTaa9Ycuwzp1auVJFjO3N8EzcjJcjQ6BU/uv2IJCEVmnCsVMd1Yu2lWGpGOJ0WuomiMSYjPKAdQwUOqfLS+dFTdGKUPgoiaUpoNFd/TqQ4VGoS+qYzxHqolr2Z+J/XSXRQ81Im4kRTQRaLgoQjHaFZAqjPJCWaTwzBRDJzKyJDLDHRJqeCCcFdfvkvuS/b7rlduamU6rUsjjwcwTGcggtVqMMVNKAJBB7gEZ7hxRpbT9ar9bZozVnZzCH8gvX+BSNUka8=</latexit>

N > R

• gravitational wave emission is main damping mechanism by which larger loops will (or will not!) 
become vortons. Occurs on time scales much smaller that the Hubble time. 

<latexit sha1_base64="Y7xNdr6avqRITPTUvsju3INkn24=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRZBPCy72mqPBS8eK9gPaJeSTbNtbDZZkqxQSv+DFw+KePX/ePPfmLaLaPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njep5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHTS1TRWiDSC5VO8SaciZowzDDaTtRFMchp61wdD3zWw9UaSbFnRknNIjxQLCIEWys1OxSzntnvWLJc705kOdWvItK1Uffip+REmSo94of3b4kaUyFIRxr3fG9xAQTrAwjnE4L3VTTBJMRHtCOpQLHVAeT+bVTdGKVPoqksiUMmqs/JyY41noch7Yzxmaol72Z+J/XSU1UDSZMJKmhgiwWRSlHRqLZ66jPFCWGjy3BRDF7KyJDrDAxNqCCDcFffvkvaZ67/qVbvi2XatUsjjwcwTGcgg9XUIMbqEMDCNzDIzzDiyOdJ+fVeVu05pxs5hB+wXn/AkpAju0=</latexit>

`⇤

[B.Carter 1990]

[Carter, Davis & Shellard; 
 Battye et al]

Assumptions:

<latexit sha1_base64="HmiBuuRcUL73AlNr7KG47o3mUWI=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdaebwSK4CklttRuh4MZlhb6giWEynbRDZ5IwMxFKKLjxV9y4UMStP+HOv3HaBtHqgQuHc+7l3nuChFGpbPvTWFpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3bNvf22jFOBSQvHLBbdAEnCaERaiipGuokgiAeMdILR1dTv3BEhaRw11TghHkeDiIYUI6Ul3zx0eQovYeZixLLmZKI5991kSG/LvlmyLXsGaFtV+6xac+C34uSkBHI0fPPD7cc45SRSmCEpe46dKC9DQlHMyKToppIkCI/QgPQ0jRAn0stmP0zgiVb6MIyFrkjBmfpzIkNcyjEPdCdHaigXvan4n9dLVVjzMholqSIRni8KUwZVDKeBwD4VBCs21gRhQfWtEA+RQFjp2Io6BGfx5b+kXbacc6tyUynVa3kcBXAEjsEpcMAFqINr0AAtgME9eATP4MV4MJ6MV+Nt3rpk5DMH4BeM9y98oJbF</latexit>

µ = T = m2
�

<latexit sha1_base64="A22c6Z+Hr7U5HzN+IKytnPOegDo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwFZJSbZcFNy4r9AVNKJPptB06M4kzE6GG4K+4caGIW//DnX/jtA2o1QMXDufcy733hDGjSrvup7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7t2weHbRUlEpMWjlgkuyFShFFBWppqRrqxJIiHjHTCydXM79wRqWgkmnoak4CjkaBDipE2Ut8+9nkCfUU5uYWpjxFLm1nWt0uuc+HWypUqdB13jm/i5aQEcjT69oc/iHDCidCYIaV6nhvrIEVSU8xIVvQTRWKEJ2hEeoYKxIkK0vn1GTwzygAOI2lKaDhXf06kiCs15aHp5EiP1bI3E//zeoke1oKUijjRRODFomHCoI7gLAo4oJJgzaaGICypuRXiMZIIaxNY0YTgLb/8l7TLjnfpVG4qpXotj6MATsApOAceqII6uAYN0AIY3INH8AxerAfryXq13hatK1Y+cwR+wXr/AqH7lVU=</latexit>

µ ' T



string forming 
phase transition

<latexit sha1_base64="c7LvWBoRT5erb12I1dNn5IoG7w0=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexK0BwDXjxGyAuSJcxOZpMh81hmZoWw5DO8eFDEq1/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK2xt7+zuFfdLB4dHxyfl07OOUakmtE0UV7oXYUM5k7RtmeW0l2iKRcRpN5reL/zuE9WGKdmys4SGAo8lixnB1kn91jAbaIGYZPNhueJX/SXQJglyUoEczWH5azBSJBVUWsKxMf3AT2yYYW0Z4XReGqSGJphM8Zj2HZVYUBNmy5Pn6MopIxQr7UpatFR/T2RYGDMTkesU2E7MurcQ//P6qY3rYcZkkloqyWpRnHJkFVr8j0ZMU2L5zBFMNHO3IjLBGhPrUiq5EIL1lzdJ56Ya3FZrj7VKo57HUYQLuIRrCOAOGvAATWgDAQXP8ApvnvVevHfvY9Va8PKZc/gD7/MHMN+RLQ==</latexit>

Tini
<latexit sha1_base64="V9EQBHNwT7p87U1F4UNMPOG3DmI=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexK0BwDXjxGyAuSJcxOZpMh81hmeoWw5DO8eFDEq1/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruiRHALvv/tFba2d3b3ivulg8Oj45Py6VnH6tRQ1qZaaNOLiGWCK9YGDoL1EsOIjATrRtP7hd99YsZyrVowS1goyVjxmFMCTuq3htnASExTMx+WK37VXwJvkiAnFZSjOSx/DUaappIpoIJY2w/8BMKMGOBUsHlpkFqWEDolY9Z3VBHJbJgtT57jK6eMcKyNKwV4qf6eyIi0diYj1ykJTOy6txD/8/opxPUw4ypJgSm6WhSnAoPGi//xiBtGQcwcIdRwdyumE2IIBZdSyYUQrL+8STo31eC2WnusVRr1PI4iukCX6BoF6A410ANqojaiSKNn9IrePPBevHfvY9Va8PKZc/QH3ucPQAyRNw==</latexit>

Tcur

(weak) current
<latexit sha1_base64="l+LO0/RaQNx453HxMxbsSYtVnUw=">AAACA3icbVDNS8MwHE39nPOr6k0vwSF4sbS66Y4DLx4nuA9Ya0nTdAtL2pKkwigDL/4rXjwo4tV/wpv/jdlWRKcPQh7vvR/J7wUpo1LZ9qexsLi0vLJaWiuvb2xubZs7u22ZZAKTFk5YIroBkoTRmLQUVYx0U0EQDxjpBMPLid+5I0LSJL5Ro5R4HPVjGlGMlJZ8c99lOhwi6ErKIff11efoNj9xxr5ZsS17CmhbNfusVnfgt+IUpAIKNH3zww0TnHESK8yQlD3HTpWXI6EoZmRcdjNJUoSHqE96msaIE+nl0x3G8EgrIYwSoU+s4FT9OZEjLuWIBzrJkRrIeW8i/uf1MhXVvZzGaaZIjGcPRRmDKoGTQmBIBcGKjTRBWFD9V4gHSCCsdG1lXYIzv/Jf0j61nHOrel2tNOpFHSVwAA7BMXDABWiAK9AELYDBPXgEz+DFeDCejFfjbRZdMIqZPfALxvsXW/OXUw==</latexit>

� ⇠ m�1
�

<latexit sha1_base64="LBoAw1BhQB/U8YrNp9TT9znWeSs=">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</latexit>

d`

dt
= ��GµJ (`, N),

<latexit sha1_base64="cCgeQfxfUdan5Fu8J0FMAAS1qwo=">AAACEHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkWsICWjrXZZcCMupIKthc5QMmmmDc08SDJiGeYT3Pgrblwo4talO//GTFtEqwcuHM65l3vvcSPOpELo08jNzS8sLuWXCyura+sb5uZWS4axILRJQh6Ktosl5SygTcUUp+1IUOy7nN64w7PMv7mlQrIwuFajiDo+7gfMYwQrLXXN/cQmmCcXaVqyKefQzkqTLjqElwfQxlEkwjuIumYRldEYEJWr6Lhas+C3Yk1JEUzR6Jofdi8ksU8DRTiWsmOhSDkJFooRTtOCHUsaYTLEfdrRNMA+lU4yfiiFe1rpQS8UugIFx+rPiQT7Uo58V3f6WA3krJeJ/3mdWHk1J2FBFCsakMkiL+ZQhTBLB/aYoETxkSaYCKZvhWSABSZKZ1jQIVizL/8lraOydVKuXFWK9do0jjzYAbugBCxwCurgHDRAExBwDx7BM3gxHown49V4m7TmjOnMNvgF4/0Lfcybkg==</latexit>

J (` ⌧ `0, N) ⇡ 0

Example: 
<latexit sha1_base64="QS3tEsHN5sMn0gB4EUSGmt4zFQU=">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</latexit>

J (`, N) = ⇥[`� `0(N)]

  vortons are loops which accumulate around 
<latexit sha1_base64="UlPmmDMoXHDh+Q/2LtCJvQY2KZI=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSLUzZDRVrssuHElFexD2qFk0kwbmmSGJCOUoV/hxoUibv0cd/6NaTuIVg9cOJxzL/feE8ScaYPQp5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHLR0litAmiXikOgHWlDNJm4YZTjuxolgEnLaD8dXMbz9QpVkk78wkpr7AQ8lCRrCx0n2Pct5H5ZvTfrGEXDQHRG4VnVdrHvxWvIyUQIZGv/jRG0QkEVQawrHWXQ/Fxk+xMoxwOi30Ek1jTMZ4SLuWSiyo9tP5wVN4YpUBDCNlSxo4V39OpFhoPRGB7RTYjPSyNxP/87qJCWt+ymScGCrJYlGYcGgiOPseDpiixPCJJZgoZm+FZIQVJsZmVLAheMsv/yWtM9e7cCu3lVK9lsWRB0fgGJSBBy5BHVyDBmgCAgR4BM/gxVHOk/PqvC1ac042cwh+wXn/ArpJj7A=</latexit>

`0(N)

<latexit sha1_base64="bl6bjUHpXxy/pVaUM/woEkDJrgI=">AAACB3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSkMEiuCpJqbYboeDGlVSwF2hCmUwm7dDJJMxMhBKyc+OruHGhiFtfwZ1v47QNXqo/DHz85xzOnN+LGZXKsj6MwtLyyupacb20sbm1vWPu7nVklAhM2jhikeh5SBJGOWkrqhjpxYKg0GOk640vpvXuLRGSRvxGTWLihmjIaUAxUtoamIdOIBBOU0eE0M/gVfaFKoPn1sAsW5VTq1Gt1aFVsWb6BjuHMsjVGpjvjh/hJCRcYYak7NtWrNwUCUUxI1nJSSSJER6jIelr5Cgk0k1nd2TwWDs+DCKhH1dw5v6cSFEo5ST0dGeI1Egu1qbmf7V+ooKGm1IeJ4pwPF8UJAyqCE5DgT4VBCs20YCwoPqvEI+QDkbp6Eo6BHvx5L/QqVbss0rtulZuNvI4iuAAHIETYIM6aIJL0AJtgMEdeABP4Nm4Nx6NF+N13low8pl98EvG2yctkZjV</latexit>

dN

dt
= 0

<latexit sha1_base64="tc3lvQrln7fhffySa3POZnFuN/I=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQZZdTTTHgBdPEsE8IFnC7KQ3GTL7YGZWCCEf4cWDIl79Hm/+jZNkEY0WNBRV3XR3+YngSjvOp5VbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHTRWnkmGDxSKWbZ8qFDzChuZaYDuRSENfYMsfXc/81gNKxePoXo8T9EI6iHjAGdVGanVRiDNy2yuWHNuZgzh2xbmoVF3yrbgZKUGGeq/40e3HLA0x0kxQpTquk2hvQqXmTOC00E0VJpSN6AA7hkY0ROVN5udOyYlR+iSIpalIk7n6c2JCQ6XGoW86Q6qHatmbif95nVQHVW/CoyTVGLHFoiAVRMdk9jvpc4lMi7EhlElubiVsSCVl2iRUMCG4yy//Jc1z2720y3flUq2axZGHIziGU3DhCmpwA3VoAIMRPMIzvFiJ9WS9Wm+L1pyVzRzCL1jvX4qkjwg=</latexit>

`, N

<latexit sha1_base64="0aLiGLZQDbWKY9h0rCTR5uHBZHc=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0UQwZKUarsRCi7qsoJ9QBPKZDpph84kYWYilJB/cOOvuHGhiFs37vwbp21ErR64cOace5l7jxcxKpVlfRi5peWV1bX8emFjc2t7x9zda8swFpi0cMhC0fWQJIwGpKWoYqQbCYK4x0jHG19O/c4tEZKGwY2aRMTlaBhQn2KktNQ3TxxfIJwkjuBwkDqEsfTroVJ4ceo0EOcINhwe982iVTqzauVKFVola4ZvYmekCDI0++a7MwhxzEmgMENS9mwrUm6ChKKYkbTgxJJECI/RkPQ0DRAn0k1mN6XwSCsD6IdCV6DgTP05kSAu5YR7upMjNZKL3lT8z+vFyq+5CQ2iWJEAzz/yYwZVCKcBwQEVBCs20QRhQfWuEI+QDknpGAs6BHvx5L+kXS7Z56XKdaVYr2Vx5MEBOATHwAZVUAdXoAlaAIM78ACewLNxbzwaL8brvDVnZDP74BeMt08MXp45</latexit>

d`

dt
= ��Gµ

<latexit sha1_base64="A22c6Z+Hr7U5HzN+IKytnPOegDo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwFZJSbZcFNy4r9AVNKJPptB06M4kzE6GG4K+4caGIW//DnX/jtA2o1QMXDufcy733hDGjSrvup7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7t2weHbRUlEpMWjlgkuyFShFFBWppqRrqxJIiHjHTCydXM79wRqWgkmnoak4CjkaBDipE2Ut8+9nkCfUU5uYWpjxFLm1nWt0uuc+HWypUqdB13jm/i5aQEcjT69oc/iHDCidCYIaV6nhvrIEVSU8xIVvQTRWKEJ2hEeoYKxIkK0vn1GTwzygAOI2lKaDhXf06kiCs15aHp5EiP1bI3E//zeoke1oKUijjRRODFomHCoI7gLAo4oJJgzaaGICypuRXiMZIIaxNY0YTgLb/8l7TLjnfpVG4qpXotj6MATsApOAceqII6uAYN0AIY3INH8AxerAfryXq13hatK1Y+cwR+wXr/AqH7lVU=</latexit>

µ ' T

<latexit sha1_base64="UjRcqckKyqi9ns0e0n2+QOvdlu8=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hKtT1JwYsnqWJtoQ1ls920SzebuLsplNDf4cWDIl79Md78N27bgFp9MPB4b4aZeX7MmdKO82nlVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+wb2KEklok0Q8km0fK8qZoE3NNKftWFIc+py2/NHlzG+NqVQsEnd6ElMvxAPBAkawNpJ3jS5Q2iWYp7fTaa9Ycuwzp1auVJFjO3N8EzcjJcjQ6BU/uv2IJCEVmnCsVMd1Yu2lWGpGOJ0WuomiMSYjPKAdQwUOqfLS+dFTdGKUPgoiaUpoNFd/TqQ4VGoS+qYzxHqolr2Z+J/XSXRQ81Im4kRTQRaLgoQjHaFZAqjPJCWaTwzBRDJzKyJDLDHRJqeCCcFdfvkvuS/b7rlduamU6rUsjjwcwTGcggtVqMMVNKAJBB7gEZ7hxRpbT9ar9bZozVnZzCH8gvX+BSNUka8=</latexit>

N > R

• If 
<latexit sha1_base64="2+5+zIdfNpErAcj6VAHmVkuogng=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkmptgcPBS+epIr9gDSUzXbbLt1swu5GKCE/w4sHRbz6a7z5b9y2AbX6YODx3gwz84KYM6Ud59NaWV1b39gsbBW3d3b39ksHh20VJZLQFol4JLsBVpQzQVuaaU67saQ4DDjtBJOrmd95oFKxSNzraUz9EI8EGzKCtZG8m8u0RzBP77KsXyo79rlTr1RryLGdOb6Jm5My5Gj2Sx+9QUSSkApNOFbKc51Y+ymWmhFOs2IvUTTGZIJH1DNU4JAqP52fnKFTowzQMJKmhEZz9edEikOlpmFgOkOsx2rZm4n/eV6ih3U/ZSJONBVksWiYcKQjNPsfDZikRPOpIZhIZm5FZIwlJtqkVDQhuMsv/yXtiu1e2NXbarlRz+MowDGcwBm4UIMGXEMTWkAggkd4hhdLW0/Wq/W2aF2x8pkj+AXr/Qtx35FZ</latexit>

N < R
<latexit sha1_base64="Y7sSQojdXS9kzTnyNRpweAfQjxU=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFiEClISbbXHghfxIBVsLTShbLabdukmWXY3Ygm5ePGvePGgiFf/gzf/jds2iFYfDDzem2FmnscZlcqyPo3c3PzC4lJ+ubCyura+YW5utWQUC0yaOGKRaHtIEkZD0lRUMdLmgqDAY+TGG56N/ZtbIiSNwms14sQNUD+kPsVIaalr7sLEwYglF2lacghjh5cH0EGci+gO2l2zaJWtCaBVrlrH1ZoNvxU7I0WQodE1P5xehOOAhAozJGXHtrhyEyQUxYykBSeWhCM8RH3S0TREAZFuMvkihfta6UE/ErpCBSfqz4kEBVKOAk93BkgN5Kw3Fv/zOrHya25CQx4rEuLpIj9mUEVwHAnsUUGwYiNNEBZU3wrxAAmElQ6uoEOwZ1/+S1pHZfukXLmqFOu1LI482AF7oARscArq4Bw0QBNgcA8ewTN4MR6MJ+PVeJu25oxsZhv8gvH+Bef0l4k=</latexit>

J (`, N) ⇡ 1then “doomed loops” their initial size is too small to support a current  
and hence they decay through gravitational radiation never becoming vortons

• If then

<latexit sha1_base64="9uAFefJjC8/xwjajJhhzj1AHvhc=">AAACEHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJWkCGjrXZZcCMupIKthU4ZMmlmGpp5kGTEMvQT3Pgrblwo4talO//GtB1EqwcuHM65l3vvcWPOpELo08jNzS8sLuWXCyura+sbxc2tlowSQWiTRDwSbRdLyllIm4opTtuxoDhwOb1xB2dj/+aWCsmi8FoNY9oNsB8yjxGstOQU91ObYJ5ejEZlm3IObd+HY+KgQ3h5AG0cxyK6g5ZTLCETTQCRWUXH1ZoFvxUrIyWQoeEUP+xeRJKAhopwLGXHQrHqplgoRjgdFexE0hiTAfZpR9MQB1R208lDI7inlR70IqErVHCi/pxIcSDlMHB1Z4BVX856Y/E/r5Mor9ZNWRgnioZkushLOFQRHKcDe0xQovhQE0wE07dC0scCE6UzLOgQrNmX/5LWkWmdmJWrSqley+LIgx2wC8rAAqegDs5BAzQBAffgETyDF+PBeDJejbdpa87IZrbBLxjvX29Rm4k=</latexit>

J (` � `0, N) ⇡ 1 “Proto-vortons” loops which are initially large enough  to be  
stabilised by a current, but have not yet reached the vorton size

<latexit sha1_base64="oElEbvlh76Ti4R3pM9qTVrrjix4=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Wna11R4LXjxWsB/QLiWbZtvYbLIkWaEs/Q9ePCji1f/jzX9j2i6i1QcDj/dmmJkXJpxp43mfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsaZkqQptEcqk6IdaUM0GbhhlOO4miOA45bYfj65nffqBKMynuzCShQYyHgkWMYGOlVo9y3vf6pbLnenMgz616F9Waj74VPydlyNHolz56A0nSmApDONa663uJCTKsDCOcTou9VNMEkzEe0q6lAsdUB9n82ik6tcoARVLZEgbN1Z8TGY61nsSh7YyxGellbyb+53VTE9WCjIkkNVSQxaIo5chINHsdDZiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLQh+Msv/yWtc9e/dCu3lXK9lsdRgGM4gTPw4QrqcAMNaAKBe3iEZ3hxpPPkvDpvi9YVJ585gl9w3r8AU1iO8w==</latexit>

`0

 “Vortons": all those proto-vortons which have decayed by  
gravitational radiation to become vortons.

{
<latexit sha1_base64="9opb5FR6LpZ8gi4eQCI7nWJV+qI=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBotQF4akVNtlwY0rqdIXNKFMppN26OTBzEQIIf6KGxeKuPVD3Pk3TtuAWj1w4XDOvdx7jxsxKqRpfmqFtfWNza3idmlnd2//QD886okw5ph0cchCPnCRIIwGpCupZGQQcYJ8l5G+O7ua+/17wgUNg45MIuL4aBJQj2IklTTSy3ZnSiSq3pynNkYsvcuys5FeMY0Ls1mrN6BpmAt8EysnFZCjPdI/7HGIY58EEjMkxNAyI+mkiEuKGclKdixIhPAMTchQ0QD5RDjp4vgMniplDL2QqwokXKg/J1LkC5H4rur0kZyKVW8u/ucNY+k1nZQGUSxJgJeLvJhBGcJ5EnBMOcGSJYogzKm6FeIp4ghLlVdJhWCtvvyX9GqGdWnUb+uVVjOPowiOwQmoAgs0QAtcgzboAgwS8AiewYv2oD1pr9rbsrWg5TNl8Ava+xckEJRu</latexit>

⇥(N �R)
<latexit sha1_base64="buCccdIUqC3kXCpIHAGPHvaFgN4=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRahIoakVNtlwY0rqdIXNKFMppN26GQSZiZCDcFfceNCEbf+hzv/xmkbUKsHLhzOuZd77/EiSoS0rE8tt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t7+i7e20RxhzhFgppyLseFJgShluSSIq7Eccw8CjueOPLqd+5w1yQkDXlJMJuAIeM+ARBqaS+fnDqNEdYwlLiIEiT2zQ9uz7p60XLPLdq5UrVsExrhm9iZ6QIMjT6+oczCFEcYCYRhUL0bCuSbgK5JIjitODEAkcQjeEQ9xRlMMDCTWbXp8axUgaGH3JVTBoz9edEAgMhJoGnOgMoR2LRm4r/eb1Y+jU3ISyKJWZovsiPqSFDYxqFMSAcI0knikDEibrVQCPIIZIqsIIKwV58+S9pl037wqzcVIr1WhZHHhyCI1ACNqiCOrgCDdACCNyDR/AMXrQH7Ul71d7mrTktm9kHv6C9fwGQvJSj</latexit>

+⇥(R�N)



Solve the continuity equation

– assume scaling of the infinite string network described by a simple 1 scale model:

<latexit sha1_base64="PS4TmGjUHulnJEH/IxRiSl0m7qQ=">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</latexit>

P(`, t) = Ct�5�

✓
`

t
� ↵

◆ <latexit sha1_base64="awcWRJMO7osHx1if7YC/9Ey7O54=">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</latexit>

P(`, t) = Ct�5�

✓
`

t
� ↵

◆
�

 
N �

r
`

�

!

<latexit sha1_base64="+kturZgfkX4VaqzH632X3cwThag=">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</latexit>

@

@t

����
`

⇥
a3n(t, `, N)

⇤
� �Gµ

@

@`

����
t

⇥
a3J (`, N)n(t, `, N)

⇤
= a3P(t, `, N)

<latexit sha1_base64="1T0M1gIu12TSqz5BNZcvaEyN7oM=">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</latexit>

n(`, tcur) = C t�3/2
cur

(↵+ �Gµ)3/2

(`+ �Gµtcur)5/2
⇥(↵tcur � `)⇥ [`+ �Gµtcur � tini(↵+ �Gµ)]

<latexit sha1_base64="+Hf41U31X0F5GyAbxIq99zZYOk4=">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</latexit>

+ Cini

✓
tini
`

◆5/2

t�4
ini⇥ [(↵+ �Gµ)tini � `� �Gµtcur]

Initial Vachaspati-Vilenkin distribution: random walk correlated over length scale       :
<latexit sha1_base64="gVTC0iRQuZHfmE96GNQvZiFQfR0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5Boq10W3LisYB/QhDCZTtqhM5MwMxFq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jtA2i1QMXDufcy733RCmjSrvup1VaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/ar9sFhVyWZxKSDE5bIfoQUYVSQjqaakX4qCeIRI71ocj33e/dEKpqIOz1NScDRSNCYYqSNFNpVnzAW5r7kECdSzkK75jruAtB1Gu5Fo+nBb8UrSA0UaIf2hz9McMaJ0JghpQaem+ogR1JTzMis4meKpAhP0IgMDBWIExXki8Nn8NQoQxgn0pTQcKH+nMgRV2rKI9PJkR6rVW8u/ucNMh03g5yKNNNE4OWiOGNQJ3CeAhxSSbBmU0MQltTcCvEYSYS1yapiQvBWX/5LuueOd+nUb+u1VrOIowyOwQk4Ax64Ai1wA9qgAzDIwCN4Bi/Wg/VkvVpvy9aSVcwcgV+w3r8AEHWTVw==</latexit>

`
corr
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n(`, tcur, N)

provide a robust lower bound for all the others LPF, and may also be directly applicable to
the Polchinski-Rocha ones but only in the limit in which γc ≃ ΓGµ.

Under these assumptions, the resulting distribution of cosmic string loops at time tcur
is given by [48]

dN
dℓ

(ℓ, tcur) = C t−3/2
cur

(α+ ΓGµ)3/2

(ℓ+ ΓGµtcur)5/2
Θ(αtcur − ℓ)Θ [ℓ+ ΓGµtcur − tini(α+ ΓGµ)]

+ Cini

(

tini
ℓ

)5/2

t−4
iniΘ [(α+ ΓGµ)tini − ℓ− ΓGµtcur] .

(3.12)

The first term is the scaling loop distribution associated with the Dirac LPF of equa-
tion (3.11). The second term is the initial distribution of loops at tini associated with the
random walk model of Vachaspati-Vilenkin [54]. Assuming the random walk to be correlated
over a length scale ℓcorr, one has [54]

Cini ≃ 0.4

(

tini
ℓcorr

)3/2

. (3.13)

A natural value for ℓcorr is obtained by assuming that it is given by the thermal process
forming the strings, namely ℓcorr = 1/Tini. We will, however, discuss various other possible
choices in section 5.

At the time of condensation tcur, the loops acquire quantum numbers N , and we assume
again a Dirac distribution for the generated charge:

d2N
dℓdN

(ℓ, tcur, N) =
dN
dℓ

(ℓ, tcur) δ

(

N −
√

ℓ

λ

)

. (3.14)

This is in agreement with Refs. [11, 28] and motivated by the fact that, if a thermal process
of temperature Tcur = 1/λ is at work during current condensation, the conserved number
N laid down along the string should be given by a stochastic process of root mean squared
value close to

√

ℓ/λ.
String formation at tini and current condensation at tcur are assumed to occur in the

radiation era. In the following we will use as model parameters Gµ and R. The current
condensation redshift can be determined using entropy conservation:

1 + zcur =

(

qcur
q0

)1/3 Tcur

Tcmb
, (3.15)

where qcur = q(zcur), and q0 = q(z = 0), denotes the number of entropic relativistic degrees
of freedom at the time of current condensation, and today, respectively. In the following, we
consider Tcur to be given by

Tcur =
1

λ
=

√
µ

R , (3.16)

and we take Tcmb = 2.725K. In order to solve equation (3.15) for zcur, we have used the
tabulated values of q(z) associated with the thermal history in the Standard Model and
computed in Ref. [55]. Still from entropy conservation, the redshift associated with the
formation of the string network (at the temperature Tini) is given by

1 + zini =

(

qini
q0

)1/3 Tini

Tcmb
, (3.17)
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– assume scaling of the infinite string network described by a simple 1 scale model:
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n(`, tcur, N)

provide a robust lower bound for all the others LPF, and may also be directly applicable to
the Polchinski-Rocha ones but only in the limit in which γc ≃ ΓGµ.

Under these assumptions, the resulting distribution of cosmic string loops at time tcur
is given by [48]

dN
dℓ

(ℓ, tcur) = C t−3/2
cur

(α+ ΓGµ)3/2

(ℓ+ ΓGµtcur)5/2
Θ(αtcur − ℓ)Θ [ℓ+ ΓGµtcur − tini(α+ ΓGµ)]

+ Cini

(

tini
ℓ

)5/2

t−4
iniΘ [(α+ ΓGµ)tini − ℓ− ΓGµtcur] .

(3.12)

The first term is the scaling loop distribution associated with the Dirac LPF of equa-
tion (3.11). The second term is the initial distribution of loops at tini associated with the
random walk model of Vachaspati-Vilenkin [54]. Assuming the random walk to be correlated
over a length scale ℓcorr, one has [54]

Cini ≃ 0.4

(

tini
ℓcorr

)3/2

. (3.13)

A natural value for ℓcorr is obtained by assuming that it is given by the thermal process
forming the strings, namely ℓcorr = 1/Tini. We will, however, discuss various other possible
choices in section 5.

At the time of condensation tcur, the loops acquire quantum numbers N , and we assume
again a Dirac distribution for the generated charge:

d2N
dℓdN

(ℓ, tcur, N) =
dN
dℓ

(ℓ, tcur) δ

(

N −
√

ℓ

λ

)

. (3.14)

This is in agreement with Refs. [11, 28] and motivated by the fact that, if a thermal process
of temperature Tcur = 1/λ is at work during current condensation, the conserved number
N laid down along the string should be given by a stochastic process of root mean squared
value close to

√

ℓ/λ.
String formation at tini and current condensation at tcur are assumed to occur in the

radiation era. In the following we will use as model parameters Gµ and R. The current
condensation redshift can be determined using entropy conservation:

1 + zcur =

(

qcur
q0

)1/3 Tcur

Tcmb
, (3.15)

where qcur = q(zcur), and q0 = q(z = 0), denotes the number of entropic relativistic degrees
of freedom at the time of current condensation, and today, respectively. In the following, we
consider Tcur to be given by

Tcur =
1

λ
=

√
µ

R , (3.16)

and we take Tcmb = 2.725K. In order to solve equation (3.15) for zcur, we have used the
tabulated values of q(z) associated with the thermal history in the Standard Model and
computed in Ref. [55]. Still from entropy conservation, the redshift associated with the
formation of the string network (at the temperature Tini) is given by

1 + zini =

(

qini
q0

)1/3 Tini

Tcmb
, (3.17)
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Figure 2: Diagram (ℓ, t) for the different types loops/vortons. The left panel is for Gµ =
10−16 and the right panel for Gµ = 10−19. The dark-dashed vertical line is the time of
condensation, when strings become superconducting. The diagonal dark line represents ℓ =
αt (with α = 0.1) the size at which loops are produced. The orange horizontal line shows
the value of λ.

5.1 Analytic estimates

In order to estimate the density parameter associated with the relic vortons today, we can use
the results of the previous section evaluated at present time t = t0. The density parameter
for each population is defined by

Ω ≡ 8πGµ

3H2
0

∫

∞

0
ℓ
dN
dℓ

(ℓ, t0) dℓ. (5.1)

Starting with the contribution of the relaxed vortons, from equation (4.9), estimated today,
the dimensionless loop distribution reads

t40
dN
dℓ

∣

∣

∣

∣

vort,rel

=
2R2

(1 + zcur)3
ℓ

λ

(

t0
tcur

)4

t4cur
dN
dℓ

(R2ℓ2/λ, tcur)Θ(ℓ− λ)Θ[ℓt(t0)− ℓ] , (5.2)

where we have introduced the typical length [28]

ℓt(t0) ≡
λ

2R2

[

1 +

√

1 + 4R2ΓGµ(t0 − tcur)

λ

]

, (5.3)

solution of the quadratic equation appearing in the argument of the first Heaviside function
in equation (4.9). As explicit in the above expression, this is the maximal possible length
of a relaxed vorton today, larger loops belonging to the (relaxed) proto-vorton distribution,
see also figure 2. In this expression, the loop distribution at tcur is given by equation (3.12).
The vorton distribution of equation (5.2) obtained by taking, in equation (3.12), C = 0 and
Cini given by equation (3.13) is the one originally considered and derived in Ref. [11]. We
see that by considering C ̸= 0, i.e. by including all the Nambu-Goto loops produced between
tini and tcur, we are adding a new population, not considered so far, to the relaxed vorton
abundance.

It is actually possible to derive an analytical expression for the density parameter of these
new relaxed vortons only. Let us consider a loop distribution at tcur given by equation (3.12)
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Figure 5: The total relic abundance of all vortons starting from a Vachaspati-Vilenkin initial
loop distribution, with an initial thermal correlation length ℓcorr = 1/

√
µ, and a one-scale

loop production function with α = 0.1. The green line corresponds to the range of values
[0.2, 0.4]. The different populations contribution is represented in figure 4.

Despite the fact that Vachaspati-Vilenkin initial conditions are quite motivated from
the point of view of a thermal process, loops could be created from other processes [58, 59].
Therefore, instead of assuming ℓcorr = 1/

√
µ, one could use the Kibble argument [1, 10] and

take ℓcorr = dh(tini), where dh(tini) = 2tini denotes the distance to the would-be particle
horizon at the string forming time. Doing so leads to the same overall relic abundance of
vortons as in section 5.1 where we were assuming Cini = 0. There are simply not enough
loops initially, compared to the one produced later on, to significantly change the final density
parameter.

In order to quantitatively study the dependence of Ωtot with respect to the loop distri-
bution at tini, we have represented in figure 6 the values of Ωtot = 0.3 in the plane (Gµ, 1/R)
for various choices of ℓcorr. They range from the thermal value ℓcorr = 1/

√
µ to the causal

one ℓcorr = dh(tini), and even above, a situation that could appear if loops have been formed
during cosmic inflation [60]. Everything on the right of the lines represented in this figure
would lead to an overclosure of the Universe, while everything on the left is compatible with
current measurements. The hatched region in this figure shows the robust bound discussed
earlier, where there are only irreducible relaxed vortons and produced vortons.

In all our analysis and equations, we have left the parameter α arbitrary, fixing only
α = 0.1 for the figures for well motivated reasons. Changing α to smaller values, while
keeping everything else fixed, increases the population of doomed loops, and thus decreases
the vortons abundance. The explicit dependence in α can be read off from equations (5.4)
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Figure 4: The upper left-hand panel shows the density parameter of relaxed vortons com-
ing only from loops present at the string-forming phase transition, when starting from a
Vachaspati-Vilenkin distribution at t = tini. This is the population derived in Ref. [11], that
we recover by setting C = 0 in our equations. The upper right-hand panel shows the numer-
ically evaluated density parameter of the irreducible relaxed vortons Ωmin

rel (to be compared
to our analytic estimation in the left panel of figure 3). The lower left-hand panel shows
the density parameter Ωrel (today) from the population of all relaxed vortons (the sum of
the upper left and right panels). Thermal history effects are visible on the upper boundary
towards the minimum possible values of 1/R and Gµ. The lower right-hand panel shows the
density parameter Ωprod today of produced vortons derived numerically, and is indistinguish-
able from our analytic estimation of equation (5.12) (see right-hand panel of figure 3). The
thick green line corresponds to all density parameter values in the range [0.2, 0.4].
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Figure 4: The upper left-hand panel shows the density parameter of relaxed vortons com-
ing only from loops present at the string-forming phase transition, when starting from a
Vachaspati-Vilenkin distribution at t = tini. This is the population derived in Ref. [11], that
we recover by setting C = 0 in our equations. The upper right-hand panel shows the numer-
ically evaluated density parameter of the irreducible relaxed vortons Ωmin

rel (to be compared
to our analytic estimation in the left panel of figure 3). The lower left-hand panel shows
the density parameter Ωrel (today) from the population of all relaxed vortons (the sum of
the upper left and right panels). Thermal history effects are visible on the upper boundary
towards the minimum possible values of 1/R and Gµ. The lower right-hand panel shows the
density parameter Ωprod today of produced vortons derived numerically, and is indistinguish-
able from our analytic estimation of equation (5.12) (see right-hand panel of figure 3). The
thick green line corresponds to all density parameter values in the range [0.2, 0.4].
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Figure 6: The total relic abundance of all vortons starting from a Vachaspati-Vilenkin initial
loop distribution with various correlation length ℓcorr ranging from the thermal one 1/

√
µ

to the Kibble one dh(tini). Each curve represents the value Ωtot = 0.3. Domains right of
this curve lead to vortons overclosing the Universe, domains on the left are compatible with
current cosmological constraints. The upper hatched region corresponds to the irreducible
relaxed and produced vortons not affected by the initial conditions.

and (5.12).

5.3 Other observables

A network of cosmic strings can let imprints in various cosmological observables, such as the
stochastic background of gravitational waves and the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB).
In the present case, the stabilisation of vortons is expected to prevent a part of the energy to
be converted into gravitational waves. We have therefore estimated the gravitational wave
power spectrum generated from proto-vortons and doomed loops only. Their loop number
densities are explicited in the appendix B. Due to the very small size of the vortons, the lack
of energy in terms of gravitational waves ends up being negligible and the predictions for the
stochastic background of gravitational waves remain unchanged compared to Nambu-Goto
strings with a one-scale loop production function [51]. For the one-scale LPF, the current
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) bound on the string tension is
Gµ < O

(

10−11
)

[5, 61, 62] but depends on some assumptions on the string microstructure.
Concerning the CMB, detectable distortions induced by cosmic strings are mostly due to the
long strings in scaling such that they are not sensitive to the loop distribution and provide
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over production of vortons: excluded,  
independently of the initial conditions at 
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excluded

Summary:  
– Even if no loops are created at the time of string formation, loop production means vortons are massively 
   present today  
– Enables us rule out new domains of the parameter space, independently of initial conditions.  
– In some regimes of parameter space vortons can provide a viable and original dark matter candidate  

not considered previously
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current cosmological constraints. The upper hatched region corresponds to the irreducible
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and (5.12).

5.3 Other observables

A network of cosmic strings can let imprints in various cosmological observables, such as the
stochastic background of gravitational waves and the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB).
In the present case, the stabilisation of vortons is expected to prevent a part of the energy to
be converted into gravitational waves. We have therefore estimated the gravitational wave
power spectrum generated from proto-vortons and doomed loops only. Their loop number
densities are explicited in the appendix B. Due to the very small size of the vortons, the lack
of energy in terms of gravitational waves ends up being negligible and the predictions for the
stochastic background of gravitational waves remain unchanged compared to Nambu-Goto
strings with a one-scale loop production function [51]. For the one-scale LPF, the current
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) bound on the string tension is
Gµ < O

(

10−11
)

[5, 61, 62] but depends on some assumptions on the string microstructure.
Concerning the CMB, detectable distortions induced by cosmic strings are mostly due to the
long strings in scaling such that they are not sensitive to the loop distribution and provide
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over production of vortons: excluded,  
independently of the initial conditions at 
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`
corr

= dh(tini)

excluded

not considered previously

Other observables?

• Since GWs are emitted from proto-vortons  
and doomed-loops, contribute to stochastic GW background

• Shown that due to the very small size of vortons, the lack of energy in GWs is negligible, and the predictions 
for the stochastic GW background are unchanged relative to “standard” (non-current carrying, Nambu-Goto) 
strings with a 1-scale loop production function  

• Stabilisation of vortons expected to present a part of the energy being converted to GWs



• Occasional sharp individual bursts (resolved GW signals) 

– kinks

[Vachaspati+Vilenkin,  
Damour+Vilenkin; Siemens et al]

Cosmic string loops oscillate periodically in time, emit-
ting gravitational waves with power [11] Pgw ¼ ΓdGμ2 and
decay in a lifetime l=γd, where Γd is a numerical factor
(Γd ∼ 50 [21]), l is the invariant loop length, and γd ¼
ΓdGμ is the gravitational-wave length scale measured in
units of time [22]. The high-frequency (fl ≫ 1, where f
denotes frequency) gravitational-wave spectrum of an
oscillating loop is dominated by bursts emitted by string
features called cusps and kinks [25–27]. Cusps [28] are
points on the string that briefly travel at the speed of light;
they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
discontinuities in the tangent vector of the string that
propagate at the speed of light. They appear in pairs as
the result of collisions between two cosmic strings and are
chopped off when a loop forms; hence, a loop can contain
any integer number of kinks. Numerical simulations of
Nambu-Goto strings have shown that kinks accumulate
over the cosmological evolution [16–18], while the number
of cusps per loop is yet undetermined.
Cusps are short-lived and produce beamed gravitational

waves in the forward direction of the cusp, while left-
moving (right-moving) kinks propagate around the string,
creating gravitational waves with a fanlike emission (like a
lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
kinks is expected to radiate gravitational waves isotropi-
cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]

Aiðl; zÞ ¼ g1;i
Gμl2−qi

ð1þ zÞqi−1rðzÞ
; ð2Þ

where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2

ffiffiffi
2

p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:

dRi

dldV
¼ 2

l
Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
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creating gravitational waves with a fanlike emission (like a
lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
kinks is expected to radiate gravitational waves isotropi-
cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
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loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]

Aiðl; zÞ ¼ g1;i
Gμl2−qi

ð1þ zÞqi−1rðzÞ
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where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2
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p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:

dRi

dldV
¼ 2

l
Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
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background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
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0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
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ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
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concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
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(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:
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The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
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the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2

ffiffiffi
2

p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:

dRi

dldV
¼ 2

l
Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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Cosmic string loops oscillate periodically in time, emit-
ting gravitational waves with power [11] Pgw ¼ ΓdGμ2 and
decay in a lifetime l=γd, where Γd is a numerical factor
(Γd ∼ 50 [21]), l is the invariant loop length, and γd ¼
ΓdGμ is the gravitational-wave length scale measured in
units of time [22]. The high-frequency (fl ≫ 1, where f
denotes frequency) gravitational-wave spectrum of an
oscillating loop is dominated by bursts emitted by string
features called cusps and kinks [25–27]. Cusps [28] are
points on the string that briefly travel at the speed of light;
they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
discontinuities in the tangent vector of the string that
propagate at the speed of light. They appear in pairs as
the result of collisions between two cosmic strings and are
chopped off when a loop forms; hence, a loop can contain
any integer number of kinks. Numerical simulations of
Nambu-Goto strings have shown that kinks accumulate
over the cosmological evolution [16–18], while the number
of cusps per loop is yet undetermined.
Cusps are short-lived and produce beamed gravitational

waves in the forward direction of the cusp, while left-
moving (right-moving) kinks propagate around the string,
creating gravitational waves with a fanlike emission (like a
lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
kinks is expected to radiate gravitational waves isotropi-
cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]

Aiðl; zÞ ¼ g1;i
Gμl2−qi

ð1þ zÞqi−1rðzÞ
; ð2Þ

where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2
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=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:
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Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review the basic methods and
relevant formulae with which to calculate the energy density spectrum of the SGWB emitted
by sub-horizon loops in an evolving network of cosmic strings. In section 3, we present
di↵erent approaches developed in the literature to determine the loop number density, which
is a fundamental quantity in the determination the SGWB from any string network. In
section 4, we review the emission of GWs by individual strings, in particular the so-called
‘loop power spectrum’ and the GW waveforms from bursts. These di↵erent results are put
together in section 5, where we characterize the spectral shape of the SGWB from a cosmic
string network. We discuss di↵erent (potentially observable) features that can be imprinted
in the SGWB spectrum, such as the details of radiation-to-matter transition, the number of
relativistic degrees of freedom active during expansion, and the equation of state in the early
Universe. In section 6, we analyze in detail the ability of LISA to measure the spectrum of
the SGWB from a network of cosmic strings, and in particular we determine the parameter
space that is compatible with a detection. Finally, in section 7, we present an overview of
our results and state our conclusions.

2 The calculation of the SGWB from cosmic strings

Several studies in the literature have calculated the SGWB generated by an evolving cosmic
string network (see, e.g., [48, 54, 81, 82, 87–104]). This is often quantified in terms of the
fraction of the critical density in GWs per logarithmic interval of frequency,

⌦gw(t0, f) =
8⇡G

3H2
0

f
d⇢gw
df

(t0, f) , (2.1)

where H0 is the Hubble parameter, and d⇢gw
df (t0, f) is the energy density in gravitational

waves per unit frequency f , observed today (at t = t0). The basic idea is that, given a
GW frequency today, one must add up the GW emission from all the loops throughout the
entire history of the Universe that contribute to that frequency. To do so, two di↵erent and
complementary approaches have been developed in the literature, and the aim of this section
is to introduce both of them. (These two approaches are also discussed in more detail in
section 4.)

Before doing so, we introduce the basic ingredients common to the two approaches. The
first is the number density n(l, t) of non-self-intersecting, sub-horizon, cosmic string loops of
invariant length l at cosmic time t. These are the loops which, through their oscillations,
contribute to the SGWB. When the network is scaling — as it is in the radiation and matter
eras — n(l, t) can be estimated through di↵erent numerical and analytical techniques (see
section 3). Scaling, however, cannot be maintained during the radiation-to-matter transition,
but analytical estimates can nonetheless be extended to this regime.

The second ingredient is the loop power spectrum, namely the power Pgw(f, l) emitted
in GWs of frequency f by a cosmic string loop of length l. It is clear that individual loops
of a given length l will radiate in di↵erent ways according to their shape. Hence either one
can assume an average (or typical) gravitational loop power spectrum Pgw(f, l) determined
numerically from simulations; or one can focus on particular events on the strings (cusps and
kinks) for which Pgw(f, l) can be determined analytically.

– 4 –

At a given frequency, add up GW emission from all 
the loops throughout entire history of the Universe 
that contribute to that frequency (removing infrequent bursts)
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Cosmic string loops oscillate periodically in time, emit-
ting gravitational waves with power [11] Pgw ¼ ΓdGμ2 and
decay in a lifetime l=γd, where Γd is a numerical factor
(Γd ∼ 50 [21]), l is the invariant loop length, and γd ¼
ΓdGμ is the gravitational-wave length scale measured in
units of time [22]. The high-frequency (fl ≫ 1, where f
denotes frequency) gravitational-wave spectrum of an
oscillating loop is dominated by bursts emitted by string
features called cusps and kinks [25–27]. Cusps [28] are
points on the string that briefly travel at the speed of light;
they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
discontinuities in the tangent vector of the string that
propagate at the speed of light. They appear in pairs as
the result of collisions between two cosmic strings and are
chopped off when a loop forms; hence, a loop can contain
any integer number of kinks. Numerical simulations of
Nambu-Goto strings have shown that kinks accumulate
over the cosmological evolution [16–18], while the number
of cusps per loop is yet undetermined.
Cusps are short-lived and produce beamed gravitational

waves in the forward direction of the cusp, while left-
moving (right-moving) kinks propagate around the string,
creating gravitational waves with a fanlike emission (like a
lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
kinks is expected to radiate gravitational waves isotropi-
cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]

Aiðl; zÞ ¼ g1;i
Gμl2−qi

ð1þ zÞqi−1rðzÞ
; ð2Þ

where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2

ffiffiffi
2

p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:

dRi

dldV
¼ 2

l
Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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Cosmic string loops oscillate periodically in time, emit-
ting gravitational waves with power [11] Pgw ¼ ΓdGμ2 and
decay in a lifetime l=γd, where Γd is a numerical factor
(Γd ∼ 50 [21]), l is the invariant loop length, and γd ¼
ΓdGμ is the gravitational-wave length scale measured in
units of time [22]. The high-frequency (fl ≫ 1, where f
denotes frequency) gravitational-wave spectrum of an
oscillating loop is dominated by bursts emitted by string
features called cusps and kinks [25–27]. Cusps [28] are
points on the string that briefly travel at the speed of light;
they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
discontinuities in the tangent vector of the string that
propagate at the speed of light. They appear in pairs as
the result of collisions between two cosmic strings and are
chopped off when a loop forms; hence, a loop can contain
any integer number of kinks. Numerical simulations of
Nambu-Goto strings have shown that kinks accumulate
over the cosmological evolution [16–18], while the number
of cusps per loop is yet undetermined.
Cusps are short-lived and produce beamed gravitational

waves in the forward direction of the cusp, while left-
moving (right-moving) kinks propagate around the string,
creating gravitational waves with a fanlike emission (like a
lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
kinks is expected to radiate gravitational waves isotropi-
cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]

Aiðl; zÞ ¼ g1;i
Gμl2−qi

ð1þ zÞqi−1rðzÞ
; ð2Þ

where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2

ffiffiffi
2

p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:

dRi

dldV
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Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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Cosmic string loops oscillate periodically in time, emit-
ting gravitational waves with power [11] Pgw ¼ ΓdGμ2 and
decay in a lifetime l=γd, where Γd is a numerical factor
(Γd ∼ 50 [21]), l is the invariant loop length, and γd ¼
ΓdGμ is the gravitational-wave length scale measured in
units of time [22]. The high-frequency (fl ≫ 1, where f
denotes frequency) gravitational-wave spectrum of an
oscillating loop is dominated by bursts emitted by string
features called cusps and kinks [25–27]. Cusps [28] are
points on the string that briefly travel at the speed of light;
they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
discontinuities in the tangent vector of the string that
propagate at the speed of light. They appear in pairs as
the result of collisions between two cosmic strings and are
chopped off when a loop forms; hence, a loop can contain
any integer number of kinks. Numerical simulations of
Nambu-Goto strings have shown that kinks accumulate
over the cosmological evolution [16–18], while the number
of cusps per loop is yet undetermined.
Cusps are short-lived and produce beamed gravitational

waves in the forward direction of the cusp, while left-
moving (right-moving) kinks propagate around the string,
creating gravitational waves with a fanlike emission (like a
lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
kinks is expected to radiate gravitational waves isotropi-
cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]
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where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]
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where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2

ffiffiffi
2

p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:

dRi

dldV
¼ 2

l
Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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Cosmic string loops oscillate periodically in time, emit-
ting gravitational waves with power [11] Pgw ¼ ΓdGμ2 and
decay in a lifetime l=γd, where Γd is a numerical factor
(Γd ∼ 50 [21]), l is the invariant loop length, and γd ¼
ΓdGμ is the gravitational-wave length scale measured in
units of time [22]. The high-frequency (fl ≫ 1, where f
denotes frequency) gravitational-wave spectrum of an
oscillating loop is dominated by bursts emitted by string
features called cusps and kinks [25–27]. Cusps [28] are
points on the string that briefly travel at the speed of light;
they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
discontinuities in the tangent vector of the string that
propagate at the speed of light. They appear in pairs as
the result of collisions between two cosmic strings and are
chopped off when a loop forms; hence, a loop can contain
any integer number of kinks. Numerical simulations of
Nambu-Goto strings have shown that kinks accumulate
over the cosmological evolution [16–18], while the number
of cusps per loop is yet undetermined.
Cusps are short-lived and produce beamed gravitational

waves in the forward direction of the cusp, while left-
moving (right-moving) kinks propagate around the string,
creating gravitational waves with a fanlike emission (like a
lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
kinks is expected to radiate gravitational waves isotropi-
cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]

Aiðl; zÞ ¼ g1;i
Gμl2−qi

ð1þ zÞqi−1rðzÞ
; ð2Þ

where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2

ffiffiffi
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p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:

dRi

dldV
¼ 2

l
Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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decay in a lifetime l=γd, where Γd is a numerical factor
(Γd ∼ 50 [21]), l is the invariant loop length, and γd ¼
ΓdGμ is the gravitational-wave length scale measured in
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denotes frequency) gravitational-wave spectrum of an
oscillating loop is dominated by bursts emitted by string
features called cusps and kinks [25–27]. Cusps [28] are
points on the string that briefly travel at the speed of light;
they are generic features for smooth loops. Kinks are
discontinuities in the tangent vector of the string that
propagate at the speed of light. They appear in pairs as
the result of collisions between two cosmic strings and are
chopped off when a loop forms; hence, a loop can contain
any integer number of kinks. Numerical simulations of
Nambu-Goto strings have shown that kinks accumulate
over the cosmological evolution [16–18], while the number
of cusps per loop is yet undetermined.
Cusps are short-lived and produce beamed gravitational

waves in the forward direction of the cusp, while left-
moving (right-moving) kinks propagate around the string,
creating gravitational waves with a fanlike emission (like a
lighthouse) in the directions generated by right-moving
(left-moving) waves. Additionally, the collision of two
kinks is expected to radiate gravitational waves isotropi-
cally. We report here searches for gravitational waves
produced by cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions using
O3 LIGO–Virgo data. In addition to distinct individual
bursts, the incoherent superposition of weaker gravita-
tional-wave bursts from cosmic strings produced over
the history of the Universe would create a stochastic
gravitational-wave background [27,30].
Cosmic strings emit gravitational waves with a wide

range of frequencies that can be searched by other means,
including the cosmic microwave background [31], Big
Bang nucleosynthesis [32], and pulsar timing arrays
[33–35]; see also, e.g., [36–38].
The gravitational-wave emission from cosmic string

loops is introduced in the next section. We consider two
simulation-based models [39,40] (labeled A and B) for
the loop distribution. We further develop a third model
(labeled C) that interpolates between the other two models.
We also derive the burst rates and the dimensionless energy
density in that section. Individual gravitational-wave bursts
are searched in O3 data with a dedicated analysis presented
in the “Burst search” section. The incoherent superposition
of bursts from cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions
produces a stationary and nearly Gaussian stochastic back-
ground of gravitational waves. We search O3 data for this
background, and the results, detailed in [41], are summa-
rized in the “Stochastic search” section. Both the burst and
stochastic background searches yield no detections.
Combining their sensitivities, we constrain two cosmic
string parameters in the “Constraints” section: the string

tension Gμ and the number of kinks per loop. We provide a
table listing the meanings of symbols used in this study in
the Supplemental Material [42].
Gravitational waves from cosmic string loops.—

Gravitational waves are produced by cusps, kinks, and
kink-kink collisions on cosmic string loops. The strain
waveforms are linearly polarized and have been calculated
in [25–27]. For a loop of lengthl at redshift z, they are power-
law functions in the frequency domain for the star in [44]

hiðl; z; fÞ ¼ Aiðl; zÞf−qi ; ð1Þ

where i ¼ fc; k; kkg identifies the cusp, kink, and kink-kink
collision cases. The power-law indices are qc ¼ 4=3,
qk ¼ 5=3, and qkk ¼ 2, and the amplitude Ai is [26]

Aiðl; zÞ ¼ g1;i
Gμl2−qi

ð1þ zÞqi−1rðzÞ
; ð2Þ

where rðzÞ is the comoving distance to the loop. We adopt
the cosmological model used in [44]; it is encoded in
three functions: φrðzÞ, φVðzÞ, and φtðzÞ (see Appendix A
of [44]). The proper distance, the proper volume ele-
ment, and the proper time are rðzÞ ¼ φrðzÞ=H0, dVðzÞ ¼
φVðzÞ=H3

0dz, and tðzÞ ¼ φtðzÞ=H0, respectively, where
H0 ¼ 67.9 km s−1Mpc−1 [45]. The prefactor g1;i is [46]
g1;c¼8=Γ2ð1=3Þ×ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.85, g1;k¼2
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p
=π=Γð1=3Þ×

ð2=3Þ2=3≈0.29, and g1;kk ¼ 1=π2 ≈ 0.10, where Γ is the
Gamma function [47].
Cusps and kinks emit gravitational waves in highly

concentrated beams. Cusps are transient and produce a
beam along a single direction, while kinks propagate
around the loop, beaming over a fanlike range of directions.
The beam opening angle is

θm ¼ ½g2fð1þ zÞl&−1=3; ð3Þ

where g2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
=4 [46]. To guarantee self-consistency

(validity of the waveform), we require that θm < 1 rad,
which is equivalent to setting a lower limit on the frequency
for a fixed loop length. For kink-kink collisions, the
gravitational-wave emission is isotropic [48].
The burst rate of type i per unit loop size and per unit

volume can be decomposed into four factors:
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dldV
¼ 2
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Ni × nðl; tÞ × Δi × ð1þ zÞ−1: ð4Þ

The first factor accounts for an average of Ni gravitational-
wave burst events of type i produced per loop oscillation
time periodicity l=2. The second factor stands for the
number of loops per unit loop size and per unit volume at
cosmic time t:
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review the basic methods and
relevant formulae with which to calculate the energy density spectrum of the SGWB emitted
by sub-horizon loops in an evolving network of cosmic strings. In section 3, we present
di↵erent approaches developed in the literature to determine the loop number density, which
is a fundamental quantity in the determination the SGWB from any string network. In
section 4, we review the emission of GWs by individual strings, in particular the so-called
‘loop power spectrum’ and the GW waveforms from bursts. These di↵erent results are put
together in section 5, where we characterize the spectral shape of the SGWB from a cosmic
string network. We discuss di↵erent (potentially observable) features that can be imprinted
in the SGWB spectrum, such as the details of radiation-to-matter transition, the number of
relativistic degrees of freedom active during expansion, and the equation of state in the early
Universe. In section 6, we analyze in detail the ability of LISA to measure the spectrum of
the SGWB from a network of cosmic strings, and in particular we determine the parameter
space that is compatible with a detection. Finally, in section 7, we present an overview of
our results and state our conclusions.

2 The calculation of the SGWB from cosmic strings

Several studies in the literature have calculated the SGWB generated by an evolving cosmic
string network (see, e.g., [48, 54, 81, 82, 87–104]). This is often quantified in terms of the
fraction of the critical density in GWs per logarithmic interval of frequency,

⌦gw(t0, f) =
8⇡G

3H2
0

f
d⇢gw
df

(t0, f) , (2.1)

where H0 is the Hubble parameter, and d⇢gw
df (t0, f) is the energy density in gravitational

waves per unit frequency f , observed today (at t = t0). The basic idea is that, given a
GW frequency today, one must add up the GW emission from all the loops throughout the
entire history of the Universe that contribute to that frequency. To do so, two di↵erent and
complementary approaches have been developed in the literature, and the aim of this section
is to introduce both of them. (These two approaches are also discussed in more detail in
section 4.)

Before doing so, we introduce the basic ingredients common to the two approaches. The
first is the number density n(l, t) of non-self-intersecting, sub-horizon, cosmic string loops of
invariant length l at cosmic time t. These are the loops which, through their oscillations,
contribute to the SGWB. When the network is scaling — as it is in the radiation and matter
eras — n(l, t) can be estimated through di↵erent numerical and analytical techniques (see
section 3). Scaling, however, cannot be maintained during the radiation-to-matter transition,
but analytical estimates can nonetheless be extended to this regime.

The second ingredient is the loop power spectrum, namely the power Pgw(f, l) emitted
in GWs of frequency f by a cosmic string loop of length l. It is clear that individual loops
of a given length l will radiate in di↵erent ways according to their shape. Hence either one
can assume an average (or typical) gravitational loop power spectrum Pgw(f, l) determined
numerically from simulations; or one can focus on particular events on the strings (cusps and
kinks) for which Pgw(f, l) can be determined analytically.

– 4 –

At a given frequency, add up GW emission from all 
the loops throughout entire history of the Universe 
that contribute to that frequency (removing infrequent bursts)
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Gµ,�

tion fixes the redshift z(Aq, `) and gives

dRq

dAq
=

Z
d`

dV

dz
⇥ 1

1 + z

⇥ d3⌫q
dtd`dV

⇥�q ⇥ (1 + z)r(z)

Aq [r(z)(q � 1) + r

0(z)(1 + z)]
(24)

Using eqs. (8) to (10), (17) and (18), one obtains the general formula

dRq

dAq
=

23(q�1)

⇡Nq (g2f)
q�2

Aq

Z
`

q�3

r

3(z) d`

(q � 1)(1 + z)5�qH
0

H(z)r(z) + (1 + z)6�q

d2N
d`dV

[`, t(Aq, `)]

(25)

3.4 E↵ective detection rate

The sensitivity to cusp, kink and kk collisions GW events is estimated ex-
perimentally by injecting simulated signals of known amplitude Aq in the
data. We measure the detection e�ciency eq(Aq) as the fraction of simulated
signals recovered.

We then compute an e↵ective detection rate

Rq =

Z
dAq eq(Aq)

dRq

dAq
(Gµ,Nk) (26)

The parameter space (Gµ,Nk), is scanned and excluded at a 95% level when
Rq exceeds 2.996/T

obs

which is the rate expected from a random Poisson
process over an observation time 2.996/T

obs

.

3.5 Dependence on the number of kinks

Note that the dependence on the number of kinks is not as trivial as it might
seam. Indeed the number of kinks changes the rate at which cosmic string
loops decay. One should always satisfy the energy balance equation

� � �c + �k + �kk (27)

in which the values for these parameters is given by

�c =
3Nc⇡

2

g

2

1,c

g

1/3
2

, �k = 3Nk⇡
2

g

2

1,kg
1/3
2

, �kk = Nkk2⇡
2

g

2

1,kk (28)

For simplicity, we always assume that the inequality is saturated, ie.

� = �c + �k + �kk (29)
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• Solution of Boltzmann equation  
calibrated  to simulations of Ringeval  
et al on large scales 

[Lorentz, Ringeval + Sakellariadou, 2010]

• loops produced up to a  
“gravitational backreaction scale”
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[Constraints on Cosmic Strings Using Data from the Third Advanced LIGO–Virgo Observing Run,  
by LIGO, Virgo+Kagra collaborations,  Phys.Rev.Lett. 126 (2021) 24, 241102, arXiV: 2101.12248 ]

• Considered 4 different Nambu-Goto cosmic string models.   Amongst these: 

2 more [P.Auclair, 2020]
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FIG. 1. Predictions of the gravitational-wave energy density spectra using di↵erent models for the loop distribution function
n(�, z) and varying the number of kinks per loop oscillation Nk. The string tension Gµ is fixed to 10�8. Top-left: model A,
Nk = 100. Top-right: model B, Nk = 100. Bottom-left: model C-1, Nk = 1. Bottom-right: model C-1, Nk = 100. For model
C-1, we use the following model parameters (see Supplemental Material): �rad = 0.45, �mat = 0.295, crad = 0.15, cmat = 0.019;
the subscripts refer to the radiation and matter eras, respectively. We also show the energy density spectra of the three di↵erent
components and 2-� power-law integrated (PI) curves [40] for the O3 isotropic stochastic search [27], and projections for the
HLV network at design sensitivity, and the A+ detectors [41].

using the cosmic string waveform in Eq. 1. Then, result-
ing candidates are filtered to retain only those detected in
more than one detector within a time window accounting
for the di↵erence in the gravitational-wave arrival time
between detectors. Finally, double- and triple-coincident
events are ranked using a likelihood function ⇤(x), where
x is a set of parameters used to discriminate true cosmic
string signals from noise [44]. The burst search is per-
formed separately for cusps, kinks and kink-kink collision
waveforms, integrating T

obs

= 273.5 days of data when at
least two detectors are operating simultaneously.

The left panel of Fig. 2 presents the cumulative dis-
tribution of coincident O3 burst events as a function of
the likelihood ratio ⇤ for the cusp, kink and kink-kink
collision searches. To estimate the background noise as-
sociated with each search, time shifts are applied to each
detector strain data such that no real gravitational-wave
event can be found in coincidence. For this study, we use
300 time-shifts, totaling T

bkg

= 225 years of data con-
taining only noise coincident events, the distribution of
which is represented in the left panel of Fig. 2 with a

±1� shaded band. The candidate events, obtained with
no time shift, are all compatible with the noise distribu-
tion within ±2�. The cusp, kink and kink-kink collision
waveforms are very similar, resulting in the loudest events
being the same for the three searches. The ten loudest
events were carefully scrutinized. They all originate from
a well-known category of transient noise a↵ecting all de-
tectors, that are broadband and very short-duration noise
events of unknown instrumental origin [45, 46].

From the non-detection result, we measure the LIGO–
Virgo sensitivity to cosmic string signals by perform-
ing the burst search analysis over O3 data with injec-
tions of simulated cusp, kink and kink-collision wave-
forms. The amplitudes of injected signals comfortably
cover the range where none to almost all the signals
are detected. To recover injected signals, we use the
loudest-event method described in [47], where the de-
tection threshold is set to the level of the highest-ranked
event found in the search: log

10

(⇤) ' 15.0, 15.1, and
15.1 for cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions, respec-
tively. The resulting e�ciencies "i(Ai) as a function of

Generic shape:  
– emission in radiation era -> flat spectrum (exact compensation between redshifting of GW energy density, and loop 
production required for network to scale)
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– emission in matter era (less loop production, redshifting of GW energy density “wins”)

Model A Model B

LIGO-Virgo-Kagra O3 constraints

Upper Limits on the Isotropic Gravitational-Wave Background from Advanced
LIGO’s and Advanced Virgo’s Third Observing Run

The LIGO Scientific Collaboration, The Virgo Collaboration, and The KAGRA Collaboration⇤

(Dated: January 29, 2021)

We report results of a search for an isotropic gravitational-wave background (GWB) using data
from Advanced LIGO’s and Advanced Virgo’s third observing run (O3) combined with upper limits
from the earlier O1 and O2 runs. Unlike in previous observing runs in the advanced detector
era, we include Virgo in the search for the GWB. The results of the search are consistent with
uncorrelated noise, and therefore we place upper limits on the strength of the GWB. We find that
the dimensionless energy density ⌦GW  5.8 ⇥ 10�9 at the 95% credible level for a flat (frequency-
independent) GWB, using a prior which is uniform in the log of the strength of the GWB, with 99%
of the sensitivity coming from the band 20-76.6 Hz; ⌦GW(f)  3.4 ⇥ 10�9 at 25 Hz for a power-law
GWB with a spectral index of 2/3 (consistent with expectations for compact binary coalescences),
in the band 20-90.6 Hz; and ⌦GW(f)  3.9 ⇥ 10�10 at 25 Hz for a spectral index of 3, in the band
20-291.6 Hz. These upper limits improve over our previous results by a factor of 6.0 for a flat GWB,
8.8 for a spectral index of 2/3, and 13.1 for a spectral index of 3. We also search for a GWB arising
from scalar and vector modes, which are predicted by alternative theories of gravity; we do not
find evidence of these, and place upper limits on the strength of GWBs with these polarizations.
We demonstrate that there is no evidence of correlated noise of magnetic origin by performing a
Bayesian analysis that allows for the presence of both a GWB and an e↵ective magnetic background
arising from geophysical Schumann resonances. We compare our upper limits to a fiducial model
for the GWB from the merger of compact binaries, updating the model to use the most recent data-
driven population inference from the systems detected during O3a. Finally, we combine our results
with observations of individual mergers and show that, at design sensitivity, this joint approach may
yield stronger constraints on the merger rate of binary black holes at z & 2 than can be achieved
with individually resolved mergers alone.

I. INTRODUCTION

The gravitational-wave background (hereafter referred
to as the GWB or the background) is a superposition of
gravitational-wave (GW) sources that is best character-
ized statistically [1]. There are many possible astrophys-
ical and cosmological contributions to the background,
including distant compact binary coalescences (CBCs)
that cannot be resolved individually [2–6], core collapse
supernovae [7–11], rotating neutron stars [12–19], stellar
core collapses [20, 21], cosmic strings [22–26], primordial
black holes [27–29], superradiance of axion clouds around
black holes [30–33], phase transitions in the early uni-
verse [34–37], and GWs produced during inflation [38–40]
or in a preheating phase at the end of inflation [41, 42].
While some sources of the GWB, such as slow roll infla-
tion, have a fundamentally stochastic character, others
like the background from CBCs are a superposition of
deterministic sources.

The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collab-
oration have previously placed upper limits on isotropic
[43] and anisotropic [44] GWBs using data from the first
two observing runs, in the frequency range 20-1726 Hz.
The searches were performed by calculating the cross cor-
relation between pairs of detectors. An extension of this
method has been applied to searching for a background
of non-tensor modes [43, 45, 46]; see [47, 48] for recent

⇤
Full author list given at the end of the article.

reviews. Cross-correlation methods have also been ap-
plied to publicly released LIGO data [49] by other groups,
who have obtained similar upper limits [50–52]. A new
method that does not rely on the cross-correlation tech-
nique and targets the background from CBCs was pro-
posed in [53].

In this work we apply the cross-correlation based
method used in previous analyses to Advanced LIGO’s
[54] and Advanced Virgo’s [55] first three observing runs
(O1, O2, and O3). We do not find evidence for the GWB,
and therefore place an upper limit on the strength. Un-
like in previous observing runs, in this work we present
the headline results using a log uniform prior [56]. We
find two advantages to using a log uniform prior. First, a
log uniform prior gives equal weight to di↵erent orders of
magnitude of the strength of the GWBs, which is appro-
priate given our current state of knowledge. Second, a log
uniform prior is agnostic as to which power we raise the
strain data. It is not clear whether one should put a uni-
form prior on the strain amplitude, or the strength of the
GWB, which scales like the square of the strain. On the
other hand, the log uniform prior does not depend on the
exponent of the strain data. For completeness, we also
present results with a uniform prior on the strength of the
GWB in Section IV. Results with any other prior can be
obtained by reweighing the posterior samples available at
[57].

There are several new features in our analysis of the
O3 data. First, we incorporate Virgo, by cross correlating
the three independent baselines in the LIGO-Virgo net-
work and combining them in an optimal way [58]. Sec-
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Bounds on integrated 
GW energy density  
generated before  
BBN, and before  
photon decoupling

• Relative to O1&O2 analysis (Nk=1), constraints on Gmu stronger by ~2 orders of magnitude for model A,  
and by ~1 for model B

Exclusion plots
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FIG. 3. Advanced LIGO–Virgo exclusion contours at 95% C.L. on the cosmic string parameter space, (Nk, Gµ), derived
from the stochastc search (pink), the burst search (turquoise) and both searches. Four models are considered to describe the
distribution of cosmic string loops: model A (top-left), model B (top-right), model C-1 (bottom-left) and model C-2 (bottom-
right). Note that the stochastic result combines the data of O1, O2 and O3 while the burst search only includes O3 data. We
also report limits from other experiments: pulsar timing arrays (PTA), cosmic microwave background (CMB) and Big Bang
nucleosynthesis [56].

new model, dubbed model C, that interpolates between
models A and B. For the first time, we have studied the
e↵ect of kink-kink interactions, which is relevant for large
numbers of kinks, and investigated the e↵ect of a large
number of cusps, as both e↵ects are favored by cosmic
string simulations.
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spectively, a cross-correlation estimator for the IJ de-
tecor pair and its variance at frequency fa as detailed
in [50]. Following the same approach as in the O1
stochastic analysis we have used the frequency bins rang-
ing from 20 to 86 Hz. The gravitational-wave energy den-

sity, ⌦(M)

GW

(fa;Gµ,Nk), is predicted by the cosmic string
model M = {A,B,C} and computed with Eq. 10 at fre-
quency fa.

For our Bayesian analysis, we specify priors for the
parameters in the cosmic string model, i.e., p(Gµ|IGµ)
and p(N

k

|IN
k

). The variables IGµ and IN
k

denote the
information on the distributions of Gµ and Nk, which
are determined by theory predictions. For p(Gµ|IGµ),
we choose a log-uniform prior for 10�18  Gµ  10�6.
Here the upper bound is set by the cosmic microwave
background measurements [51–54]. The lower bound is
arbitrary, chosen for consistency with the study in [55];
we note, however, that our results remain almost un-
changed if we choose a smaller value for the lower bound
on Gµ. For p(N

k

|IN
k

), we aim at constraining Gµ for
each choice of N

k

. Therefore the prior p(N
k

|IN
k

) is taken
to be a �-function for each value of N

k

. The number of
kinks per loop oscillation N

k

being fixed, the posterior
for the parameter Gµ is calculated according to Bayes’
theorem:

p(Gµ|N
k

) / L(ĈIJ
a |Gµ,N

k

)p(Gµ|IGµ)p(Nk

|IN
k

).(14)

We calculate 95% credible intervals for Gµ.

V. CONSTRAINTS

We show in Fig. 3 the region of the Gµ and Nk pa-
rameter space excluded at the 95% confidence level by
the burst and stochastic searches; the number of cusps
N

c

being fixed to 1. For the stochastic search (Sec. IV)
we present constraints from the combined O1+O2+O3
data; for the burst search (Sec. III) we derive constraints
from the non-detection result using O3 data. We con-
sider three models for the Nambu-Goto cosmic string
loop distributions, dubbed A, B and C. For the latter
we choose two sets of benchmark numbers: for model C-
1 we set (�

rad

,�
mat

) = (0.45, 0.295) and for model C-2
(�

rad

,�
mat

) = (0.2, 0.45) (see the Supplemental Mate-
rial).

Using model A, the derived gravitational-wave power
spectrum is much weaker than in the other models, lead-
ing to weaker constraints. Model C-2 mimics the loop
production function of model A in the matter era and of
model B in the radiation era. In the frequency band of
LIGO–Virgo, the stochastic background is dominated by
the contribution from loops in the radiation era, hence
models B and C-2 give similar results. Conversely, the
gravitational-wave power spectrum obtained from model
C-1, which mimics the loop production function of model
A in the radiation era and of model B in the matter era,
presents more subtle features. Larger values of Gµ do

not necessarily produce larger signal amplitudes, creat-
ing structures in the constraint plot. For an analytical
understanding of these findings, we refer the reader to
[57]. For a better understanding of the loop visibility
domain in terms of redshift, we refer to the Fig. 2 of
[58].
The stochastic analysis leads to the following con-

straints on Gµ. For model A, we rule out the range
Gµ & (9.6 ⇥ 10�9 � 10�6). For model B, we rule out:
Gµ & (4.0 � 6.3) ⇥ 10�15. For model C-1, we rule out
Gµ & (2.1 � 4.5) ⇥ 10�15, aside from a small region
where N

k

& 180. Finally, for model C-2, we rule out:
Gµ & (4.2� 7.0)⇥ 10�15.
The burst search upper limits are not as stringent as

the ones derived from the stochastic search. In particular,
the constraints on the string tension for model A are
too weak to be represented in the figure. The only case
where the burst analysis leads to tighter constraints, is
for model C-1 and for N

k

> 70.
In the present analysis, the average number of cusps

per oscillation on a loop has been set to 1. It has been
shown that the number of cusps per period of string
oscillation scales with the number of harmonics on the
loop [59]. Note that with many cusps on the string, the
decay constant �

d

is enhanced and the lifetime of the loop
is hence greatly reduced. Consequently, a high number
of cusps on the loops gives qualitatively the same result
as increasing the number of kinks: for model A, the con-
straints are weakened, whereas for models B and C the
bounds are insensitive to N

c

; this has been confirmed by
our numerical study.
One can also compare these results with limits ob-

tained from pulsar timing array measurements, and in-
direct limits from Big Bang nucleosynthesis and cosmic
microwave background data [56]. Repeating the analysis
done in [28] with N

k

up to 200, we find that for model
A, the strongest limit comes from pulsar timing measure-
ments, excluding string tensions Gµ & 10�10. For model
B and C-1 the strongest limits are derived from the
LIGO–Virgo stochastic search. Finally, for model C-2,
the cosmic microwave background constraint is almost as
strong as the one obtained from the O1+O2+O3 stochas-
tic search. The next observing run, O4, will give us a new
opportunity to detect signals from cosmic strings.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Using data from the third observing run of Advanced
LIGO and Virgo, we have performed a burst and a
stochastic gravitational wave background search to con-
strain the tension of Nambu-Goto strings, as a function
of the number of kinks per oscillation, for four loop dis-
tributions. We have tested models A and B already con-
sidered in the O1 and O2 analyses [49]. The current
constraints on Gµ are stronger by two and one orders of
magnitude for models A and B, respectively, when fix-
ing N

k

= 1. In addition, we have used two variants of a
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data; for the burst search (Sec. III) we derive constraints
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Using model A, the derived gravitational-wave power
spectrum is much weaker than in the other models, lead-
ing to weaker constraints. Model C-2 mimics the loop
production function of model A in the matter era and of
model B in the radiation era. In the frequency band of
LIGO–Virgo, the stochastic background is dominated by
the contribution from loops in the radiation era, hence
models B and C-2 give similar results. Conversely, the
gravitational-wave power spectrum obtained from model
C-1, which mimics the loop production function of model
A in the radiation era and of model B in the matter era,
presents more subtle features. Larger values of Gµ do

not necessarily produce larger signal amplitudes, creat-
ing structures in the constraint plot. For an analytical
understanding of these findings, we refer the reader to
[57]. For a better understanding of the loop visibility
domain in terms of redshift, we refer to the Fig. 2 of
[58].
The stochastic analysis leads to the following con-

straints on Gµ. For model A, we rule out the range
Gµ & (9.6 ⇥ 10�9 � 10�6). For model B, we rule out:
Gµ & (4.0 � 6.3) ⇥ 10�15. For model C-1, we rule out
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where N
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The burst search upper limits are not as stringent as

the ones derived from the stochastic search. In particular,
the constraints on the string tension for model A are
too weak to be represented in the figure. The only case
where the burst analysis leads to tighter constraints, is
for model C-1 and for N
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> 70.
In the present analysis, the average number of cusps

per oscillation on a loop has been set to 1. It has been
shown that the number of cusps per period of string
oscillation scales with the number of harmonics on the
loop [59]. Note that with many cusps on the string, the
decay constant �
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is enhanced and the lifetime of the loop
is hence greatly reduced. Consequently, a high number
of cusps on the loops gives qualitatively the same result
as increasing the number of kinks: for model A, the con-
straints are weakened, whereas for models B and C the
bounds are insensitive to N
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; this has been confirmed by
our numerical study.
One can also compare these results with limits ob-

tained from pulsar timing array measurements, and in-
direct limits from Big Bang nucleosynthesis and cosmic
microwave background data [56]. Repeating the analysis
done in [28] with N

k

up to 200, we find that for model
A, the strongest limit comes from pulsar timing measure-
ments, excluding string tensions Gµ & 10�10. For model
B and C-1 the strongest limits are derived from the
LIGO–Virgo stochastic search. Finally, for model C-2,
the cosmic microwave background constraint is almost as
strong as the one obtained from the O1+O2+O3 stochas-
tic search. The next observing run, O4, will give us a new
opportunity to detect signals from cosmic strings.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Using data from the third observing run of Advanced
LIGO and Virgo, we have performed a burst and a
stochastic gravitational wave background search to con-
strain the tension of Nambu-Goto strings, as a function
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tributions. We have tested models A and B already con-
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(projected) SKA sensitivity 

EPTA sensitivity 

LISA sensitivity 

 LISA will be able to probe  
cosmic strings with tensions
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• Parkes PTA constraint, for both models

[L.Bian et al 2205.07293]

Spectral shape => tightening of  
constraints not expected from  
low frequency experiments
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Particle production… A window onto Model B?

• At kinks and cusps, a realistic string can “overlap” leading to  
other forms of energy loss:  emission of particles  
[Matsunami et al, PRL 122 , 201301 (2019)]
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In order to understand the frequency dependence of ⌦gw, let us initially focus on the standard NG case, namely
`
k

= 0. (Here, the same change of variable starting from the first line of Eq. (47) again yields Eq. (48) but with upper
bound replaced by xfriction = 4(1 + zfriction)H0

p
⌦R/f). Then Eq. (48) gives

[⌦gw(ln f)]
NG

/ 1
⇣

f

eq

f

+ 1
⌘3/2

� 1
⇣

f

friction

f

+ 1
⌘3/2

,

where

feq =
4H0

p
⌦R(1 + zeq)

�d
⇠ 10�18

Gµ
s�1 , ffriction =

4H0
p

⌦R(1 + zfriction)

�d
⇠ 1010s�1,

and where in the last equality we have used Eq. (44). At frequencies f for which ffriction � f � feq it follows that
[⌦gw(ln f)]

NG

! constant meaning that the spectrum is flat, which is the well known result for NG strings [1].
For `k 6= 0, the argument is altered because of the frequency dependence of the term in square brackets in Eq. (48).

A further characteristic frequency now enters: this is can be obtained by combining the typical scales of the two terms
in Eq. (48). Namely, on one hand, from the first term (in square brackets) we have `kf

2 ⇠ 8H0
p

⌦Rx�1; and on the
other hand from the second (standard NG) term we have x ⇠ �d. Combining these yields the characteristic frequency

f
k

⇠
✓

8H0
p

⌦R

`k�d

◆1/2

. (49)

For f
k

> f > f
eq

the spectrum is still flat, as in the NG case. However, for f > f
k

it decays since the first term in

square brackets in Eq. (48) dominates. With `k given in Eq. (3), f
k

/ (Gµ)1/4��1/2
k , and this behaviour is clearly

shown in Fig. 3 where f
k

is shown with a vertical black line for each value of Gµ and we have assumed �k = 1.
For cusps the analysis proceeds identically with

f
c

=

✓
8H0

p
⌦R

`c�d

◆1/2

. (50)

Now, on using `c defined in Eq. (5), we have f
c

/ (Gµ)3/4��1/2
c . The spectrum of SGWB in this case is shown in the

RH panel of Fig. 3 where f
c

is shown with a vertical black line for each value of Gµ and we have taken �c = 1.
As the figure shows, with �c = 1 and in the range of Gµ of interest for GW detectors, the decay of ⌦GW for f > f

c

is outside the observational window of the LIGO, LISA (and future ET) detectors. In order to have f
c

⇠ fLIGO, one
would require large values of �c which are not expected.

V. EMISSION OF PARTICLES

The loops we consider radiate not only GW but also particles. Indeed, for loops with kinks, from Eq. (2)

˙̀
���
particle

= ��d
`k
`

(51)

The emitted particles are heavy and in the dark particle physics sector corresponding to the fields that make up the
string. We assume that there is some interaction of the dark sector with the standard model sector. Then the emitted
particle radiation will eventually decay, and a significant fraction of the energy fe↵ ⇠ 1 will cascade down into �-rays.
Hence the string network will be constrained by the Di↵use Gamma-Ray bound measured at GeV scales by Fermi-Lat
[19]. This bound is

!obs
DGRB

<⇠ 5.8 ⇥ 10�7 eVcm�3, (52)

where !DGRB is the total electromagnetic energy injected since the universe became transparent to GeV � rays at
t
�

' 1015s, see e.g. [25].
The rate per unit volume at which string loops lose energy into particles can be obtained by integrating (51) over

the loop distribution n(`, t) = t�4N (�, t), namely

�H(t) = µ�d`k

Z
↵t

0
n(`, t)

d`

`
= µt�3�d�k

Z
↵

0

N (�0, t)

�0 d�0 (53)
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In order to understand the frequency dependence of ⌦gw, let us initially focus on the standard NG case, namely
`
k

= 0. (Here, the same change of variable starting from the first line of Eq. (47) again yields Eq. (48) but with upper
bound replaced by xfriction = 4(1 + zfriction)H0

p
⌦R/f). Then Eq. (48) gives

[⌦gw(ln f)]
NG

/ 1
⇣

f

eq

f

+ 1
⌘3/2

� 1
⇣

f

friction

f

+ 1
⌘3/2

,

where

feq =
4H0

p
⌦R(1 + zeq)

�d
⇠ 10�18

Gµ
s�1 , ffriction =

4H0
p

⌦R(1 + zfriction)

�d
⇠ 1010s�1,

and where in the last equality we have used Eq. (44). At frequencies f for which ffriction � f � feq it follows that
[⌦gw(ln f)]

NG

! constant meaning that the spectrum is flat, which is the well known result for NG strings [1].
For `k 6= 0, the argument is altered because of the frequency dependence of the term in square brackets in Eq. (48).

A further characteristic frequency now enters: this is can be obtained by combining the typical scales of the two terms
in Eq. (48). Namely, on one hand, from the first term (in square brackets) we have `kf

2 ⇠ 8H0
p

⌦Rx�1; and on the
other hand from the second (standard NG) term we have x ⇠ �d. Combining these yields the characteristic frequency

f
k

⇠
✓

8H0
p

⌦R

`k�d

◆1/2

. (49)

For f
k

> f > f
eq

the spectrum is still flat, as in the NG case. However, for f > f
k

it decays since the first term in

square brackets in Eq. (48) dominates. With `k given in Eq. (3), f
k

/ (Gµ)1/4��1/2
k , and this behaviour is clearly

shown in Fig. 3 where f
k

is shown with a vertical black line for each value of Gµ and we have assumed �k = 1.
For cusps the analysis proceeds identically with

f
c

=

✓
8H0

p
⌦R

`c�d

◆1/2

. (50)

Now, on using `c defined in Eq. (5), we have f
c

/ (Gµ)3/4��1/2
c . The spectrum of SGWB in this case is shown in the

RH panel of Fig. 3 where f
c

is shown with a vertical black line for each value of Gµ and we have taken �c = 1.
As the figure shows, with �c = 1 and in the range of Gµ of interest for GW detectors, the decay of ⌦GW for f > f

c

is outside the observational window of the LIGO, LISA (and future ET) detectors. In order to have f
c

⇠ fLIGO, one
would require large values of �c which are not expected.

V. EMISSION OF PARTICLES

The loops we consider radiate not only GW but also particles. Indeed, for loops with kinks, from Eq. (2)

˙̀
���
particle

= ��d
`k
`

(51)

The emitted particles are heavy and in the dark particle physics sector corresponding to the fields that make up the
string. We assume that there is some interaction of the dark sector with the standard model sector. Then the emitted
particle radiation will eventually decay, and a significant fraction of the energy fe↵ ⇠ 1 will cascade down into �-rays.
Hence the string network will be constrained by the Di↵use Gamma-Ray bound measured at GeV scales by Fermi-Lat
[19]. This bound is

!obs
DGRB

<⇠ 5.8 ⇥ 10�7 eVcm�3, (52)

where !DGRB is the total electromagnetic energy injected since the universe became transparent to GeV � rays at
t
�

' 1015s, see e.g. [25].
The rate per unit volume at which string loops lose energy into particles can be obtained by integrating (51) over

the loop distribution n(`, t) = t�4N (�, t), namely

�H(t) = µ�d`k

Z
↵t

0
n(`, t)

d`

`
= µt�3�d�k

Z
↵

0

N (�0, t)

�0 d�0 (53)

~̇X0

~X00
0

xm
✓

Figure 6. Left panel: One of the two cusps for a loop with ↵ = 3/4 and an artificial width in the
rest frame of the loop. The tip of the cusp goes at the speed of light in the direction of Ẋ0. Right
panel: a slice of the cusp along the plane parallel to ~X 00

0 . The two branches of the cusp are separated
by a distance xm. The ellipses of the two branches are tilted with angle ✓.

B Energy lost by a cusp: an analytical and quantitative example

In this appendix, we illustrate the argument first presented in [40] concerning the energy lost
into particles at a cusp. To do so, we work with the Kibble-Turok solution [42] in Minkowski
space-time.

The coordinates of the loop are

Xµ = Xµ(⌧, �), (B.1)

where ⌧ and � are respectively time- and space-like coordinates on the loop worldsheet. Using
the reparametrization invariance of the Nambu-Goto action, we fix the standard conformal-
temporal gauge in which X0 = ⌧ = t. Then the spatial components X of the string satisfy

X =
1

2
[a(� � ⌧) + b(� + ⌧)], (B.2)

where, from the gauge conditions,

X0 · Ẋ = 0 (B.3)
��X0��2 +

���Ẋ
���
2

= 1, (B.4)

with 0 = @/@� and ˙= @/@⌧ .
In the center-of-mass frame, one of the simplest non-trivial examples for a loop of

invariant size `, satisfying all these constraints, is the Kibble-Turok solution

a0(u) =

0

@
(1 � ↵) cos

�
2⇡u
`

�
+ ↵ cos

�
6⇡u
`

�

(1 � ↵) sin
�
2⇡u
`

�
+ ↵ sin

�
6⇡u
`

�

2
p

↵(1 � ↵) sin
�
2⇡u
`

�

1

A, b0(v) =

0

@
cos

�
2⇡v
`

�

sin
�
2⇡v
`

�

0

1

A , (B.5)
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 • Emitted particles decay into standard model Higgs particles,  
  of which a fraction cascade down into gamma-rays -> contribute to the  
  diffuse gamma-ray background:

[P.Auclair, D.A.S, T.Vachaspati, 2020,  
P.Auclair, K.Leyde and DAS, 2022]
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d`

dt
=

(
��Gµ, ` � `c

��Gµ
q

`c
` , ` ⌧ `c

• again, can solve the Boltzmann equation exactly and, from the resulting 
loop distribution, calculated the energy emitted into particles.

• combined with GW constraints -> possibly new constraint

<latexit sha1_base64="qRKLyPcjUZi1AsnZX6YLu3kU6bc=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAh1YUhKtV0WXNRlBfuAJobJdNIOnUnCzEQpoVs3/oobF4q49Q/c+TdOH6BWD1w4nHMv994TJIxKZdufxtLyyuraem4jv7m1vbNr7u23ZJwKTJo4ZrHoBEgSRiPSVFQx0kkEQTxgpB0MLyZ++5YISePoWo0S4nHUj2hIMVJa8k3oEsZ8DF1JObyDRbeOOEew7vL05CY7LY19s2BbZ3a1VK5A27Kn+CbOnBTAHA3f/HB7MU45iRRmSMquYyfKy5BQFDMyzrupJAnCQ9QnXU0jxIn0suknY3islR4MY6ErUnCq/pzIEJdyxAPdyZEayEVvIv7ndVMVVr2MRkmqSIRni8KUQRXDSSywRwXBio00QVhQfSvEAyQQVjq8vA7BWXz5L2mVLOfcKl+VC7XqPI4cOARHoAgcUAE1cAkaoAkwuAeP4Bm8GA/Gk/FqvM1al4z5zAH4BeP9C0ObmMU=</latexit>

`c ⇠ w(�Gµ)�2



Particle production… A window onto Model B?

• At kinks and cusps, a realistic string can “overlap” leading to  
other forms of energy loss:  emission of particles  
[Matsunami et al, PRL 122 , 201301 (2019)]
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FIG. 3: SBGW including the backreaction of particle emission on the loop distribution. LH panel: kinks on loops, RH panel:
cusps on loop. The spectra are cuto↵ at high frequency, as indicated by the black vertical lines. Gµ ranges from 10�17 (lower
curve), through 10�15, 10�13,10�11, 10�9 and 10�7 (upper curve). Also plotted are the power-law integrated sensitivity curves
from SKA (pink dashed) [44], LISA (yellow dashed) [45], adv-LIGO (grey dashed) [46] and Einstein Telescope (blue dashed)
[47, 48].

We can estimate the frequency above which the spectrum decays as follows. In the radiation era

H(z) = (1 + z)2
p

⌦RH0 (45)

t(z) =
1

2(1 + z)2
1p

⌦RH0
(46)

At high frequency, the lowest harmonic j = 1 is expected to dominate [1], so we set P
j

= ��
j,1. Then using (45) and

(46), Eq. (42) simplifies to

⌦gw(ln f) = 24 16⇡(�Gµ)2
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friction
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✓
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◆
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✓
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◆
+

Z
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friction
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✓
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, t(z)

◆#
.

' H0

f

Z
zc,k

z

eq

dz N
✓

2

(1 + z)f
, t(z)

◆
. (47)

Here, in going from the second to the third equality, we have used the fact that (i) for Gµ >⇠ 10�18, which is relevant
range for current and future GW detectors, zeq < (z

c

, z
k

) ⌧ zfriction (see Eqs. (38), (41) and (44)), and (ii) that the
loop distribution above z(c,k) is subdominant, see e.g. discussion above equation (37) in section III B. Using Eq.(46)
as well as the approximation for the loop distribution for z < z

k

given in Eq. (36), it follows that for kinks

[⌦gw(ln f)]
k

/
Z

xk

x

eq

"
1 +

✓
`kxf2

8H0
p

⌦R

◆2
#�1/2

(�d + x)�5/2 dx (48)

where we have changed variable from z to

x =
4

f
(1 + z)H0

p
⌦R

so that

xeq =
4

f
(1 + zeq)H0

p
⌦R , x

k

=
4

f
(1 + z

k

)H0

p
⌦R .
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FIG. 4: Contribution of cosmic strings to the Di↵use Gamma-Ray Background. The (blue) horizontal line is the experimental
constraint from Fermi-LAT, while the (orange) line is the exact numerical calculation for kinks (LH panel) and cusps (RH
panel). On either side of the maxima, the slope and amplitude can be estimated using the results of previous sections. Kinks:
for low Gµ the slope is 9/8 (dashed-green line), and for high Gµ it depends on µ�2 log(µ) (dashed-red line). Cusps: For low Gµ
the slope is 13/12 (dashed-green line), and for high Gµ it is �5/4 (dashed-red line). The slightly di↵erent amplitude between
the numerical calculation and the analytical one is because the latter assumes a matter dominated universe, and hence neglects
e↵ects of late time acceleration.

The Di↵use Gamma Ray Background (DGRB) contribution is then given by (see e.g. [25])

!DGRB = fe↵

Z
t

0

t�

�H(t)

(1 + z)4
dt

= fe↵µ�d

Z
t

0

t�

�k(t)

t3(1 + z(t))4

Z
↵

0

N (�0, t)

�0 d�0
�

dt

= �(8.4 ⇥ 1039)fe↵

✓
Gµ

c4

◆2 Z
t

0

t�

�k(t)

t3(1 + z(t))4

Z
↵

0

N (�0, t)

�0 d�0
�

dt eVcm�3 (54)

where in the last line we have explicity put in factors of c converted to physical units of eV/cm3. For cusps, one finds

!DGRB = �(8.4 ⇥ 1039)fe↵

✓
Gµ

c4

◆2 Z
t

0

t�

p
�c(t)

t3(1 + z(t))4

Z
↵

0

N (�0, t)p
�0 d�0

�
dt eVcm�3 (55)

In the matter dominated era, the loop distribution is dominated by those loops produced in the radiation era but
decay in the matter era: its general expression is given in Eq. (23), and can be deduced straightforwardly from the
results of subsections III B and III C for kinks and cusps respectively. We have calculated (54) and (55) numerically,
and the results are shown in Fig. 4 for kinks [LH panel] and cusps [RH panel], together with the Fermi-Lat bound. It
is clear from this figure that particle radiation from loops containing kinks and/or cusps, with `k and `c given in (3)
and (5), are not constrained by the Fermi-lat data.

The general shape of the spectra in Fig. 4 can be understood from the results of section II. Let us focus on the case
of cusps (for kinks the analysis is similar). First, we can determine the range of Gµ for which the characteristic time
t
c

defined in Eq. (39) falls within the range of integration of (55), namely

t
�

 t
c

 t0 () 10�19 <⇠ Gµ <⇠ 10�18

(we have assumed �c = 1 and, from Eq. (40), t = t
c

implies Gµ ⇠ 4.6⇥10�18(teq/t)2/7). This range of Gµ defines the
position of the maximum of the DGRB in the RH panel of Fig. 4. For lower Gµ, all times in the integration range are
smaller than t

c

. As we have discussed in Sec. III C, in this case the loop distributions are supressed due to particle
radiation: there are fewer loops, and hence fewer particles are emitted leading to a decrease in the DGRB. This is
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In order to understand the frequency dependence of ⌦gw, let us initially focus on the standard NG case, namely
`
k

= 0. (Here, the same change of variable starting from the first line of Eq. (47) again yields Eq. (48) but with upper
bound replaced by xfriction = 4(1 + zfriction)H0

p
⌦R/f). Then Eq. (48) gives

[⌦gw(ln f)]
NG

/ 1
⇣

f

eq

f

+ 1
⌘3/2

� 1
⇣

f

friction

f

+ 1
⌘3/2

,

where

feq =
4H0

p
⌦R(1 + zeq)

�d
⇠ 10�18

Gµ
s�1 , ffriction =

4H0
p

⌦R(1 + zfriction)

�d
⇠ 1010s�1,

and where in the last equality we have used Eq. (44). At frequencies f for which ffriction � f � feq it follows that
[⌦gw(ln f)]

NG

! constant meaning that the spectrum is flat, which is the well known result for NG strings [1].
For `k 6= 0, the argument is altered because of the frequency dependence of the term in square brackets in Eq. (48).

A further characteristic frequency now enters: this is can be obtained by combining the typical scales of the two terms
in Eq. (48). Namely, on one hand, from the first term (in square brackets) we have `kf

2 ⇠ 8H0
p

⌦Rx�1; and on the
other hand from the second (standard NG) term we have x ⇠ �d. Combining these yields the characteristic frequency

f
k

⇠
✓

8H0
p

⌦R

`k�d

◆1/2

. (49)

For f
k

> f > f
eq

the spectrum is still flat, as in the NG case. However, for f > f
k

it decays since the first term in

square brackets in Eq. (48) dominates. With `k given in Eq. (3), f
k

/ (Gµ)1/4��1/2
k , and this behaviour is clearly

shown in Fig. 3 where f
k

is shown with a vertical black line for each value of Gµ and we have assumed �k = 1.
For cusps the analysis proceeds identically with

f
c

=

✓
8H0

p
⌦R

`c�d

◆1/2

. (50)

Now, on using `c defined in Eq. (5), we have f
c

/ (Gµ)3/4��1/2
c . The spectrum of SGWB in this case is shown in the

RH panel of Fig. 3 where f
c

is shown with a vertical black line for each value of Gµ and we have taken �c = 1.
As the figure shows, with �c = 1 and in the range of Gµ of interest for GW detectors, the decay of ⌦GW for f > f

c

is outside the observational window of the LIGO, LISA (and future ET) detectors. In order to have f
c

⇠ fLIGO, one
would require large values of �c which are not expected.

V. EMISSION OF PARTICLES

The loops we consider radiate not only GW but also particles. Indeed, for loops with kinks, from Eq. (2)

˙̀
���
particle

= ��d
`k
`

(51)

The emitted particles are heavy and in the dark particle physics sector corresponding to the fields that make up the
string. We assume that there is some interaction of the dark sector with the standard model sector. Then the emitted
particle radiation will eventually decay, and a significant fraction of the energy fe↵ ⇠ 1 will cascade down into �-rays.
Hence the string network will be constrained by the Di↵use Gamma-Ray bound measured at GeV scales by Fermi-Lat
[19]. This bound is

!obs
DGRB

<⇠ 5.8 ⇥ 10�7 eVcm�3, (52)

where !DGRB is the total electromagnetic energy injected since the universe became transparent to GeV � rays at
t
�

' 1015s, see e.g. [25].
The rate per unit volume at which string loops lose energy into particles can be obtained by integrating (51) over

the loop distribution n(`, t) = t�4N (�, t), namely

�H(t) = µ�d`k

Z
↵t

0
n(`, t)

d`

`
= µt�3�d�k

Z
↵

0

N (�0, t)

�0 d�0 (53)
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total EM energy injected since universe became 
transparent to GeV gamma-rays
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In order to understand the frequency dependence of ⌦gw, let us initially focus on the standard NG case, namely
`
k

= 0. (Here, the same change of variable starting from the first line of Eq. (47) again yields Eq. (48) but with upper
bound replaced by xfriction = 4(1 + zfriction)H0

p
⌦R/f). Then Eq. (48) gives

[⌦gw(ln f)]
NG

/ 1
⇣

f

eq

f

+ 1
⌘3/2

� 1
⇣

f

friction

f

+ 1
⌘3/2

,

where

feq =
4H0

p
⌦R(1 + zeq)

�d
⇠ 10�18

Gµ
s�1 , ffriction =

4H0
p

⌦R(1 + zfriction)

�d
⇠ 1010s�1,

and where in the last equality we have used Eq. (44). At frequencies f for which ffriction � f � feq it follows that
[⌦gw(ln f)]

NG

! constant meaning that the spectrum is flat, which is the well known result for NG strings [1].
For `k 6= 0, the argument is altered because of the frequency dependence of the term in square brackets in Eq. (48).

A further characteristic frequency now enters: this is can be obtained by combining the typical scales of the two terms
in Eq. (48). Namely, on one hand, from the first term (in square brackets) we have `kf

2 ⇠ 8H0
p

⌦Rx�1; and on the
other hand from the second (standard NG) term we have x ⇠ �d. Combining these yields the characteristic frequency

f
k

⇠
✓

8H0
p

⌦R

`k�d

◆1/2

. (49)

For f
k

> f > f
eq

the spectrum is still flat, as in the NG case. However, for f > f
k

it decays since the first term in

square brackets in Eq. (48) dominates. With `k given in Eq. (3), f
k

/ (Gµ)1/4��1/2
k , and this behaviour is clearly

shown in Fig. 3 where f
k

is shown with a vertical black line for each value of Gµ and we have assumed �k = 1.
For cusps the analysis proceeds identically with

f
c

=

✓
8H0

p
⌦R

`c�d

◆1/2

. (50)

Now, on using `c defined in Eq. (5), we have f
c

/ (Gµ)3/4��1/2
c . The spectrum of SGWB in this case is shown in the

RH panel of Fig. 3 where f
c

is shown with a vertical black line for each value of Gµ and we have taken �c = 1.
As the figure shows, with �c = 1 and in the range of Gµ of interest for GW detectors, the decay of ⌦GW for f > f

c

is outside the observational window of the LIGO, LISA (and future ET) detectors. In order to have f
c

⇠ fLIGO, one
would require large values of �c which are not expected.

V. EMISSION OF PARTICLES

The loops we consider radiate not only GW but also particles. Indeed, for loops with kinks, from Eq. (2)

˙̀
���
particle

= ��d
`k
`

(51)

The emitted particles are heavy and in the dark particle physics sector corresponding to the fields that make up the
string. We assume that there is some interaction of the dark sector with the standard model sector. Then the emitted
particle radiation will eventually decay, and a significant fraction of the energy fe↵ ⇠ 1 will cascade down into �-rays.
Hence the string network will be constrained by the Di↵use Gamma-Ray bound measured at GeV scales by Fermi-Lat
[19]. This bound is

!obs
DGRB

<⇠ 5.8 ⇥ 10�7 eVcm�3, (52)

where !DGRB is the total electromagnetic energy injected since the universe became transparent to GeV � rays at
t
�

' 1015s, see e.g. [25].
The rate per unit volume at which string loops lose energy into particles can be obtained by integrating (51) over

the loop distribution n(`, t) = t�4N (�, t), namely

�H(t) = µ�d`k

Z
↵t

0
n(`, t)

d`

`
= µt�3�d�k

Z
↵

0

N (�0, t)

�0 d�0 (53)

~̇X0

~X00
0

xm
✓

Figure 6. Left panel: One of the two cusps for a loop with ↵ = 3/4 and an artificial width in the
rest frame of the loop. The tip of the cusp goes at the speed of light in the direction of Ẋ0. Right
panel: a slice of the cusp along the plane parallel to ~X 00

0 . The two branches of the cusp are separated
by a distance xm. The ellipses of the two branches are tilted with angle ✓.

B Energy lost by a cusp: an analytical and quantitative example

In this appendix, we illustrate the argument first presented in [40] concerning the energy lost
into particles at a cusp. To do so, we work with the Kibble-Turok solution [42] in Minkowski
space-time.

The coordinates of the loop are

Xµ = Xµ(⌧, �), (B.1)

where ⌧ and � are respectively time- and space-like coordinates on the loop worldsheet. Using
the reparametrization invariance of the Nambu-Goto action, we fix the standard conformal-
temporal gauge in which X0 = ⌧ = t. Then the spatial components X of the string satisfy

X =
1

2
[a(� � ⌧) + b(� + ⌧)], (B.2)

where, from the gauge conditions,

X0 · Ẋ = 0 (B.3)
��X0��2 +

���Ẋ
���
2

= 1, (B.4)

with 0 = @/@� and ˙= @/@⌧ .
In the center-of-mass frame, one of the simplest non-trivial examples for a loop of

invariant size `, satisfying all these constraints, is the Kibble-Turok solution
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 • Emitted particles decay into standard model Higgs particles,  
  of which a fraction cascade down into gamma-rays -> contribute to the  
  diffuse gamma-ray background:
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d`

dt
=

(
��Gµ, ` � `c

��Gµ
q

`c
` , ` ⌧ `c

• again, can solve the Boltzmann equation exactly and, from the resulting 
loop distribution, calculated the energy emitted into particles.

• combined with GW constraints -> possibly new constraint
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`c ⇠ w(�Gµ)�2

[P.Auclair, D.A.S, T.Vachaspati, 2020,  
P.Auclair, K.Leyde and DAS, 2022]
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Figure 5. Di↵use �-ray background in the presence of only cusps (blue) and only kinks (green) for
fe↵ = 1. Left panel: Model A, right panel: Model B.

consider loops containing only cusps, the string tension is constrained to be Gµ & 10�15 for
f
e↵

= 1. For loops containing only kinks the constraint is Gµ & 10�20. Note that !
DGRB

in
Eq. (3.11) depends linearly on f

e↵

. Referring to Fig. 5, this means that the string tension is
constrained by the DGRB as long as f

e↵

> O
�
10�3

�
.

The situation is very di↵erent with Model A for which the DGRB imposes no constraint.
It should be noted that this result confirms previous findings in Ref. [5] where the loop
production function of Model A was approximated by a Dirac-Delta distribution.

3.3 Joint constraints

From observational constrains of GW interferometry, we find that the constraints on the
string tension Gµ . 4.0⇥10�15 established by the LVK collaboration [21] remain valid when
particle production is included. Combining this with the lower constraint from the DGRB,
the allowed region of parameter space of Model B is reduced to

10�15 . (Gµ)
cusps

. 4.0 ⇥ 10�15 , (3.12)

in the case of cusps and
10�20 . (Gµ)

kinks

. 4.0 ⇥ 10�15 , (3.13)

in the case of kinks for f
e↵

= 1. For cusps, the allowed window for Gµ is very narrow and
future experimental results from the LVK collaboration will reduce the upper bound; as a
result in the coming years, either one will detect strings or rule out the existence of a string
network having the properties assumed in this paper and Table 1.

In the coming decades, LISA is expected to probe the existence of cosmic strings with
tension down to Gµ & 10�17 [20] limiting even more the available parameter space for Gµ.

4 Conclusion

In this work we have included the possible emission of both particles and gravitational waves
into loop distribution models with the power-law loop production function of Eq. (1.4). For
di↵erent choices of parameters, see Table 1, we recover Model A from Refs. [17, 19] and
Model B from Refs. [29, 30, 45]. We find that the loop distribution is suppressed on small
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• Future LIGO-Virgo O4/O5 observations will either rule out model B…or discover cosmic strings?! 

GWsgamma rays

[Auclair, Leyde, Steer, 2021]



• If loops formed with a power-law loop production function (Model B), and if particles are emitted 
from cusps, then the model will get hot under the collar quite soon! 

Conclusions

•  Vortons may be there, and be an original form of dark matter!  
– framework to calculate their as a function of the string tension and the current carrier energy scale  
– Sizable “irreducible” population, independent of initial conditions  
– rule out new areas of parameter space. 

• GW constraints on NG strings for different models.  

– LISA will probe strings with                          independently of the model 
<latexit sha1_base64="nUs4XRM2jGAE+dPsWjKQcOl/TWk=">AAACC3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNaBHqwjKjfS0LLnRnBfuAzlgyadqGJjNDkhHKMHs3/oobF4q49Qfc+Tdm2oJaPRA4nHMuufd4IaNSWdansbS8srq2ntnIbm5t7+yae/stGUQCkyYOWCA6HpKEUZ80FVWMdEJBEPcYaXvj89Rv3xEhaeDfqElIXI6GPh1QjJSWembuwuERdIZKRzh0OFIjjFh8lRRs6zY+savJcc/MW8WyZZcqZWgVrSm+iT0neTBHo2d+OP0AR5z4CjMkZde2QuXGSCiKGUmyTiRJiPAYDUlXUx9xIt14eksCj7TSh4NA6OcrOFV/TsSISznhnk6my8pFLxX/87qRGtTcmPphpIiPZx8NIgZVANNiYJ8KghWbaIKwoHpXiEdIIKx0fVldgr148l/SOi3aleLZdSlfr83ryIBDkAMFYIMqqINL0ABNgME9eATP4MV4MJ6MV+NtFl0y5jMH4BeM9y9F9Jnj</latexit>

Gµ & O(10�17)

– LIGO-Virgo excludes                                        , model A

6

spectively, a cross-correlation estimator for the IJ de-
tecor pair and its variance at frequency fa as detailed
in [50]. Following the same approach as in the O1
stochastic analysis we have used the frequency bins rang-
ing from 20 to 86 Hz. The gravitational-wave energy den-

sity, ⌦(M)

GW

(fa;Gµ,Nk), is predicted by the cosmic string
model M = {A,B,C} and computed with Eq. 10 at fre-
quency fa.

For our Bayesian analysis, we specify priors for the
parameters in the cosmic string model, i.e., p(Gµ|IGµ)
and p(N

k

|IN
k

). The variables IGµ and IN
k

denote the
information on the distributions of Gµ and Nk, which
are determined by theory predictions. For p(Gµ|IGµ),
we choose a log-uniform prior for 10�18  Gµ  10�6.
Here the upper bound is set by the cosmic microwave
background measurements [51–54]. The lower bound is
arbitrary, chosen for consistency with the study in [55];
we note, however, that our results remain almost un-
changed if we choose a smaller value for the lower bound
on Gµ. For p(N

k

|IN
k

), we aim at constraining Gµ for
each choice of N

k

. Therefore the prior p(N
k

|IN
k

) is taken
to be a �-function for each value of N

k

. The number of
kinks per loop oscillation N

k

being fixed, the posterior
for the parameter Gµ is calculated according to Bayes’
theorem:

p(Gµ|N
k

) / L(ĈIJ
a |Gµ,N
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)p(Gµ|IGµ)p(Nk

|IN
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).(14)

We calculate 95% credible intervals for Gµ.

V. CONSTRAINTS

We show in Fig. 3 the region of the Gµ and Nk pa-
rameter space excluded at the 95% confidence level by
the burst and stochastic searches; the number of cusps
N

c

being fixed to 1. For the stochastic search (Sec. IV)
we present constraints from the combined O1+O2+O3
data; for the burst search (Sec. III) we derive constraints
from the non-detection result using O3 data. We con-
sider three models for the Nambu-Goto cosmic string
loop distributions, dubbed A, B and C. For the latter
we choose two sets of benchmark numbers: for model C-
1 we set (�

rad

,�
mat

) = (0.45, 0.295) and for model C-2
(�

rad

,�
mat

) = (0.2, 0.45) (see the Supplemental Mate-
rial).

Using model A, the derived gravitational-wave power
spectrum is much weaker than in the other models, lead-
ing to weaker constraints. Model C-2 mimics the loop
production function of model A in the matter era and of
model B in the radiation era. In the frequency band of
LIGO–Virgo, the stochastic background is dominated by
the contribution from loops in the radiation era, hence
models B and C-2 give similar results. Conversely, the
gravitational-wave power spectrum obtained from model
C-1, which mimics the loop production function of model
A in the radiation era and of model B in the matter era,
presents more subtle features. Larger values of Gµ do

not necessarily produce larger signal amplitudes, creat-
ing structures in the constraint plot. For an analytical
understanding of these findings, we refer the reader to
[57]. For a better understanding of the loop visibility
domain in terms of redshift, we refer to the Fig. 2 of
[58].
The stochastic analysis leads to the following con-

straints on Gµ. For model A, we rule out the range
Gµ & (9.6 ⇥ 10�9 � 10�6). For model B, we rule out:
Gµ & (4.0 � 6.3) ⇥ 10�15. For model C-1, we rule out
Gµ & (2.1 � 4.5) ⇥ 10�15, aside from a small region
where N

k

& 180. Finally, for model C-2, we rule out:
Gµ & (4.2� 7.0)⇥ 10�15.
The burst search upper limits are not as stringent as

the ones derived from the stochastic search. In particular,
the constraints on the string tension for model A are
too weak to be represented in the figure. The only case
where the burst analysis leads to tighter constraints, is
for model C-1 and for N

k

> 70.
In the present analysis, the average number of cusps

per oscillation on a loop has been set to 1. It has been
shown that the number of cusps per period of string
oscillation scales with the number of harmonics on the
loop [59]. Note that with many cusps on the string, the
decay constant �

d

is enhanced and the lifetime of the loop
is hence greatly reduced. Consequently, a high number
of cusps on the loops gives qualitatively the same result
as increasing the number of kinks: for model A, the con-
straints are weakened, whereas for models B and C the
bounds are insensitive to N

c

; this has been confirmed by
our numerical study.
One can also compare these results with limits ob-

tained from pulsar timing array measurements, and in-
direct limits from Big Bang nucleosynthesis and cosmic
microwave background data [56]. Repeating the analysis
done in [28] with N

k

up to 200, we find that for model
A, the strongest limit comes from pulsar timing measure-
ments, excluding string tensions Gµ & 10�10. For model
B and C-1 the strongest limits are derived from the
LIGO–Virgo stochastic search. Finally, for model C-2,
the cosmic microwave background constraint is almost as
strong as the one obtained from the O1+O2+O3 stochas-
tic search. The next observing run, O4, will give us a new
opportunity to detect signals from cosmic strings.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Using data from the third observing run of Advanced
LIGO and Virgo, we have performed a burst and a
stochastic gravitational wave background search to con-
strain the tension of Nambu-Goto strings, as a function
of the number of kinks per oscillation, for four loop dis-
tributions. We have tested models A and B already con-
sidered in the O1 and O2 analyses [49]. The current
constraints on Gµ are stronger by two and one orders of
magnitude for models A and B, respectively, when fix-
ing N

k

= 1. In addition, we have used two variants of a
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10Hz < f < 5 kHz
LISA: Laser Interferometer Space Antenna

10�4 Hz < f < 1 Hz

frequency range of detection:

• no seismic noise  
• much longer arms than on Earth

• Launch in ~2034 
• two masses in free fall per spacecraft  
• 2.5 million km arms 
• picometer displacement of masses

Space-based interferometers

DECI-Hertz Observatories Arm-length ~ 108 m 

LISA collaboration arXiv:1702.00786

See e.g. arXiv:1908.11375


